TOUR AGENCY :

 כעת השיחות וההודעות הנשלחות בצ'אט זה מאובטחות עם- 10:05 ,04/08/17
.י למידע נוסף/ הקש.הצפנה מקצה לקצה
04/08/17, 10:05 - Lior: Hey, im your guide for the tour today, how
are you?
04/08/17, 10:05 - Lior: My name is lior
04/08/17, 10:06 - Jocy: Hi! This is Jocy, I'm good! Where is the
Tour heading?
04/08/17, 10:07 - Lior: Well we are standing in one of the busy
places in tel aviv
04/08/17, 10:07 - Lior: On the kibuttz galuiot bridge
04/08/17, 10:08 - Lior: Underneath there is a train that goes from
south to north, and the number 1 road in israel from tel aviv to
Jerusalem
04/08/17, 10:08 - Lior: A very hot day
04/08/17, 10:09 - Jocy: Wow, looks crowded!
04/08/17, 10:09 - Lior: There is a smell of a black road in the air
04/08/17, 10:09 - Lior: Yes very crowded
04/08/17, 10:09 - Lior: The place you want to surprise a tourist
from the past.
04/08/17, 10:10 - Lior: I see from here the. "Twin building of tel
aviv" a river without water.
04/08/17, 10:11 - Lior: Cars from all kind
04/08/17, 10:11 - Lior: I got chilly from their wind
04/08/17, 10:12 - Lior: God bless the correcting of the spelling of
the phone
04/08/17, 10:12 - Jocy: How does the twin building look and why
"River without Water"?
04/08/17, 10:12 - Lior: We are three here
04/08/17, 10:12 - Jocy: Haha :D
04/08/17, 10:12 - Lior: 3 buildings
04/08/17, 10:12 - Lior: One is round
04/08/17, 10:12 - Lior: One square
04/08/17, 10:13 - Lior: One triangle
04/08/17, 10:13 - Lior: You can jump from here to the the top of the
train and go
04/08/17, 10:14 - Lior: The river these days only water in the
winter
04/08/17, 10:14 - Lior: But i wanted to take you to a no-man’s-land
feeling
04/08/17, 10:15 - Lior: Of a neighbourhood that used to be only land
when israel was born
04/08/17, 10:15 - Lior: Big houses with big garden and fruits
04/08/17, 10:16 - Jocy: And today?
04/08/17, 10:16 - Lior: And then they felt the need for a road here.
3 roads ( the bridge, the number 1, number 20 to tel aviv) the train
and the river
04/08/17, 10:17 - Lior: And today this is a small triangle
neighbourhood stuck between them
04/08/17, 10:17 - Lior: Called the blackest triangle of tel aviv
04/08/17, 10:18 - Lior: But
04/08/17, 10:18 - Jocy: Black because the smog of the streets?
04/08/17, 10:18 - Lior: It also looks peaceful like a movie in a
south usa desert
04/08/17, 10:18 - Lior: 2 streets only

04/08/17, 10:18 - Lior: 20 houses
04/08/17, 10:19 - Lior: Im walking on the bridge
04/08/17, 10:19 - Lior: So windy
04/08/17, 10:19 - Lior: Wish you can feel it
04/08/17, 10:19 - Jocy: I can! In my head :)
04/08/17, 10:19 - Lior: Wind in the head is better
04/08/17, 10:20 - Jocy: Haha :)
04/08/17, 10:20 - Lior: The is a plastic wall on the bridge
04/08/17, 10:20 - Lior: Trees are seen from them
04/08/17, 10:20 - Lior: The top of them
04/08/17, 10:21 - Lior: Im writing you seeing my screen only because
of my shadow
04/08/17, 10:21 - Lior: The sun
04/08/17, 10:21 - Lior: We are going for the stairs
04/08/17, 10:22 - Lior: Going down to the neighbourhood
04/08/17, 10:22 - Lior: Graffity and the newspaper and broken
bottles
04/08/17, 10:22 - Lior: 8 stairs pass
04/08/17, 10:22 - Lior: Already more quite
04/08/17, 10:23 - Lior: Going straight
04/08/17, 10:23 - Lior: 4 stairs
04/08/17, 10:24 - Lior: 13 more and we are in
04/08/17, 10:24 - Lior: We did it
04/08/17, 10:24 - Jocy: Wow, thats a struggling way!
04/08/17, 10:24 - Lior: Why don’t they have an elevator?
04/08/17, 10:25 - Lior: Sitting under the tree
04/08/17, 10:25 - Lior: The sound of the electricity cables are
strong
04/08/17, 10:25 - Lior: Like a bee
04/08/17, 10:26 - Lior: Peacefully weird
04/08/17, 10:26 - Lior: Red car
04/08/17, 10:26 - Jocy: Nature of modern times
04/08/17, 10:26 - Lior: Not moved for a long time
04/08/17, 10:27 - Lior: Yes but its kind of mix because they used to
be nature here
04/08/17, 10:27 - Lior: Fruit trees are black
04/08/17, 10:27 - Lior: Like in the song
04/08/17, 10:27 - Lior: Different meanings
04/08/17, 10:28 - Lior: They are not allowed to build here and
fixing is almost not possible because of the shake of the train
04/08/17, 10:28 - Lior: There are cracks in the house and I can go
to sleep inside of them
04/08/17, 10:29 - Lior: Pecan trees
04/08/17, 10:29 - Lior: Synagogue
04/08/17, 10:31 - Lior: Water came out of the ground, when they
tried to fix it they became bigger. Got on the top of the synagogue
and then fell
04/08/17, 10:31 - Lior: All books full of water
04/08/17, 10:31 - Lior: One man here. Im in front of his house.
04/08/17, 10:31 - Lior: Took most books to him
04/08/17, 10:31 - Lior: Now he is the synagogue
04/08/17, 10:32 - Lior: There are many trees here
04/08/17, 10:32 - Lior: All kinds
04/08/17, 10:32 - Lior: This place called Loodifull
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10:34 - Jocy: There are Tigers?! !
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No body out
We are alone
The man went back inside his house?
Two big tiger

I think they used to be white
Lemon tree near them
The tiger looks a little bite greek
2 cars coming towards me
I am standing near Itzik place
He turned his house for fixing car
Music
Radio
Lets listen
Yes! What Kind of music is playing?
PTT-20170804-WA0000.opus ()קובץ מצורף
Sorry didn’t succeed
Let sit in the shadow
You don’t have a hat

04/08/17, 10:42 - Jocy: "
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sounds great!
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- Lior: #
- Lior: I have bottle with coffee
- Jocy: Sorry, i forgot to take my hat...coffee
-

Lior:
Lior:
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Lior:

Yes
Sitting on the road under the tree
Looking for you for the song
https://youtu.be/7Lb7NJ2CI1U
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Thanks! Coffee and music "
Well. A good Friday
Yes!
I will tell what we see from where we sit
The train from up in the left
2 houses in front of us
The outside of the wall is a bit on the side
Cars sound vain
A bottle picking up garbage only 3 bottles

Lior: A small house has all sides window
Lior: All is walls
Lior: The man that lives with the tiger look on us
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Hello to you
Cats
Birds
Hello to him!
Green car
A tree half hole
Most houses look gone
A wind pipe above exercise body tools
I hear a child

04/08/17, 10:58 - Lior: Get up and look
04/08/17, 10:58 - Lior: Small child
04/08/17, 10:58 - Lior: And a girl
04/08/17, 10:58 - Lior: Brothers
04/08/17, 10:58 - Lior: Green garden
04/08/17, 10:59 - Lior: He sings also
04/08/17, 10:59 - Lior: Bicycle
04/08/17, 10:59 - Lior: Chairs on the street
04/08/17, 10:59 - Lior: He sing about eliaho
04/08/17, 11:00 - Lior: The prophet
04/08/17, 11:00 - Lior: The profit
04/08/17, 11:00 - Lior: They live in the last house
04/08/17, 11:01 - Jocy: It sounds nice! :)
04/08/17, 11:01 - Lior: They are nice
04/08/17, 11:01 - Lior: And right after them
04/08/17, 11:02 - Lior: We are going to the road again
04/08/17, 11:02 - Jocy: OK!
04/08/17, 11:05 - Lior: Yes
04/08/17, 11:05 - Lior: It was nice to spend time together here
04/08/17, 11:06 - Lior: I wish you a good weekend
04/08/17, 11:06 - Lior: IMG-20170804-WA0001.jpg ()קובץ מצורף
04/08/17, 11:07 - Jocy: It was really nice! Thank you so much!! And
thanks for the sleepy Tiger :)
04/08/17, 11:07 - Lior: I left the rest open
04/08/17, 11:07 - Lior: But the tigger
04/08/17, 11:09 - Lior: Battery off. Im saying goodbye. Send you the
song on the tiger different time
04/08/17, 11:09 - Lior: Goodbye
04/08/17, 11:10 - Jocy: OK, thank you and have a nice weekend
too! :)
04/08/17, 11:10 - Lior: Thanks

8/2/17, 14:54:08: Messages to this chat and calls are now secured
with end-to-end encryption.
8/2/17, 14:54:08: Keren: Hi Im keren, tal's friend Im free to talk
8/2/17, 15:18:08: Anna-Carolin: Hello keren, I am Anna. Sorry for
the delay, I just arrived. Great to meet you here!
8/2/17, 15:19:14: Keren: Hi Anna great to meet you too
8/2/17, 15:20:38: Anna-Carolin: I am very excited and happy to meet
you for our tour this morning! Although it is still quite early did you sleep well?
8/2/17, 15:21:32: Keren: Yes here its 4 pm so I slept very well.
Where are you ?
8/2/17, 15:26:39: Anna-Carolin: I am right at our meeting point for
your booked tour. I am very grateful to have such a lovely morning
atmosphere here with us. On your way here - did you recognize the
beautiful sun rise? It going to be a hot day out here. So it's great
that we meet early. By the way - I hope you brought good shoes and a
bottle of water with you. Our walk will take about an hour. Are you
ready?
8/2/17, 15:27:15: Keren: Yes!
8/2/17, 15:28:20: Anna-Carolin: Do you have sunscrean and a hat?
8/2/17, 15:28:54: Keren: Yes of course. I have everything in my bag
8/2/17, 15:30:58: Anna-Carolin: Excellent - you are well prepared!
So I will start with some facts on this landscape as we walk
straight ahead.
8/2/17, 15:31:45: Anna-Carolin: This landscape is really, really old
and has a very special climate.
8/2/17, 15:32:39: Anna-Carolin: It's a landscape of extremes and it
is quite famous.
8/2/17, 15:33:30: Anna-Carolin: Keep on walking straight ahead until
you recognize a sign on your left.
8/2/17, 15:35:14: Keren: Oh. In which historical period was it
created?
8/2/17, 15:35:21: Anna-Carolin: There used to be volcanos around
here - a very long time ago.
8/2/17, 15:36:43: Keren: I see the sign now near the old bench
8/2/17, 15:38:12: Anna-Carolin: great! so take a pause from walking
and reach to the ground. do you recognize the special structure of
the ground?
8/2/17, 15:39:35: Keren: Yes it is quite special
8/2/17, 15:40:02: Keren: Did people use to live here?
8/2/17, 15:40:47: Anna-Carolin: it is all very dry. try to pick up
some of this white structure. you may taste it.
8/2/17, 15:41:24: Anna-Carolin: in this huge area there are only a
few people living today.
8/2/17, 15:41:33: Keren: Really? Ok I'll try
8/2/17, 15:42:16: Anna-Carolin: actually in the early days settlers
tried to travel through this amazing rough dangerous landscape.
8/2/17, 15:42:52: Anna-Carolin: that is actually how the landscape
got its name.
8/2/17, 15:42:59: Anna-Carolin: how did it taste?
8/2/17, 15:43:40: Keren: I can't recognize the taste it's quite
bitter
8/2/17, 15:44:49: Keren: I've never tasted anything like that...
8/2/17, 15:45:29: Keren: It is actually tasty but weird

8/2/17, 15:45:46: Keren: What is it made of?
8/2/17, 15:45:55: Anna-Carolin: ok - that is interesting, because it
is actually salt. take some of these white crystal structures with
you.
8/2/17, 15:46:50: Anna-Carolin: if you like, you can sit down on the
ground now. try to
8/2/17, 15:46:59: Keren: Cool. Its beautiful
8/2/17, 15:47:44: Anna-Carolin: how does the ground feel? is it warm
or cold?
8/2/17, 15:47:55: Keren: It is warm
8/2/17, 15:48:18: Keren: And a bit slippery
8/2/17, 15:49:30: Anna-Carolin: slippery - that is unusual. close
your eyes for a moment and try to listen. what do you hear?
8/2/17, 15:50:12: Keren: I hear the wind as it touches the salt
8/2/17, 15:50:55: Anna-Carolin: how does it sound like? do you feel
comfortable?
8/2/17, 15:51:03: Keren: And I think I hear a distant highway
8/2/17, 15:52:37: Anna-Carolin: it seems that you have excellent
hearing skills
8/2/17, 15:52:55: Keren: It sounds as if we are in a wheat-field
8/2/17, 15:53:19: Anna-Carolin: you can hear the racetrack - that is
very special!
8/2/17, 15:53:26: Keren: Are we really far from any highway?
8/2/17, 15:54:22: Anna-Carolin: yes, we are very far from a highway
for cars. but we are close to a racetrack for stones.
8/2/17, 15:55:21: Anna-Carolin: now i would like to get up again and
to take a look at the horizon. do you recognize these mountains?
8/2/17, 15:55:25: Keren: So thats what I'm hearing
8/2/17, 15:56:14: Anna-Carolin: you can hear stones racing on a
sandy, salty ground
8/2/17, 15:56:42: Keren: I can see the mountains but I can't
recognize them
8/2/17, 15:57:15: Anna-Carolin: haven't you ever seen these movies?
8/2/17, 15:57:43: Keren: Can you tell me about those mountains?
8/2/17, 15:58:22: Keren: Which movie? It looks familiar
8/2/17, 15:59:31: Anna-Carolin: Yes, I will. These are very special
mountains - as they have a great color spectra according to the
light and the weather
8/2/17, 16:00:29: Anna-Carolin: Their stones are rich of iron and
cooper.
8/2/17, 16:00:59: Anna-Carolin: Actually artists really love this
view.
8/2/17, 16:01:36: Keren: It looks purple
8/2/17, 16:02:36: Keren: Especially on the mountain peaks
8/2/17, 16:03:06: Anna-Carolin: Yes! I can see the purple but also
shades of green and blue. Turn your head to the left - there you can
see them.
8/2/17, 16:03:54: Anna-Carolin: Actually - has anyone come across
your path during the last 30 min?
8/2/17, 16:04:36: Keren: I saw two kids I think
8/2/17, 16:05:13: Anna-Carolin: On their own - without any parent?
That is strange.
8/2/17, 16:06:09: Keren: is it dangerous here for children?
8/2/17, 16:08:20: Anna-Carolin: actually it is one of the most

dangerous places on earth for human beings - but only if they are
not aware of the circumstances. keep on walking and turn to the
pathway which you find on your right in about 250 meters.
8/2/17, 16:08:24: Keren: Do you know when the mountains were
created?
8/2/17, 16:10:12: Keren: Ok. It's good that I brought my boots
8/2/17, 16:10:41: Anna-Carolin: The oldest parts were created about
1700 Million years ago - in so called Paläoproterozoikum.
8/2/17, 16:12:17: Anna-Carolin: Boots are made for walking and
that's what you have to do here! How do you like this endless view this huge flat landscape?
8/2/17, 16:13:23: Keren: It's really inspiring
8/2/17, 16:13:51: Anna-Carolin: can you imagine which kind of
animals live our here?
8/2/17, 16:14:08: Keren: But also a bit scary in a way
8/2/17, 16:15:05: Keren: Maybe mammoth?
8/2/17, 16:16:00: Anna-Carolin: it's good if you feel a little bit
scary - so you stay respectful towards the landscape. but don't
worry - today you won't get lost and you brought water.
8/2/17, 16:18:07: Keren: I can't imagine an animal that will survive
the salty ground
8/2/17, 16:18:42: Keren: Was it always that salty?
8/2/17, 16:18:47: Anna-Carolin: if you go on a night walk out here
you might see a fox, not very likely a spider or a mountain lion but
maybe a snake or a tortoise.
8/2/17, 16:19:27: Anna-Carolin: yeah, it is quite unbelievable, but
animals can survive in this landscape.
8/2/17, 16:22:32: Anna-Carolin: Yes, it is salty and dry for a very
long time - and it will stay like this. When you enter the pathway
keep on walking straight ahead until you recognize the beginning of
a road on your left.
8/2/17, 16:23:38: Keren: Ok i see the pathway I think...
8/2/17, 16:24:19: Anna-Carolin: guess now! what was the highest
temperature ever recognized here?
8/2/17, 16:24:38: Anna-Carolin: keep on walking
8/2/17, 16:25:43: Keren: 50 degrees celsius?
8/2/17, 16:26:51: Anna-Carolin: you are very close - 56,7 celsius in
1913
8/2/17, 16:26:51: Keren: what's the temperature today?
8/2/17, 16:27:42: Anna-Carolin: at the moment - as you can feel it' s easy 24 degrees
8/2/17, 16:28:20: Keren: I thought so...it's perfect
8/2/17, 16:28:51: Anna-Carolin: did you find the road on your left?
it is the only road down here which has concrete. how are your feed?
8/2/17, 16:29:57: Keren: I see the road now
8/2/17, 16:29:58: Anna-Carolin: yeah, 24degrees are perfect especially with this clear air and the bit of wind
8/2/17, 16:30:45: Keren: I ate not very long ago so I'm good
8/2/17, 16:32:59: Keren : I've never seen such colorful mountains
before
8/2/17, 16:33:08: Anna-Carolin: great! don' t forget drinking otherwise you might have a headache later. keep on walking - before
you reach the street, you have to cross a small part with very soft
sand - just be careful

8/2/17, 16:34:43: Keren: ok thanks for the warning I'm a bit clumsy
8/2/17, 16:35:05: Anna-Carolin: you will be ok!
8/2/17, 16:36:10: Anna-Carolin: just watch out for the rattle-snakes
which love to do sand bathing
8/2/17, 16:36:24: Anna-Carolin: just kidding!
8/2/17, 16:36:49: Keren: ha! Ok
8/2/17, 16:37:38: Anna-Carolin: when you enter the street keep on
walking straight ahead again - towards this beautiful mountain site
at the horizon
8/2/17, 16:38:09: Keren: I though so...but nothing can surprise me
out here
8/2/17, 16:39:51: Keren: Is it a popular site?
8/2/17, 16:40:47: Anna-Carolin: enjoy the next five minuted walking
straight ahead on your own. I will meet you at the sign which
appears than on your left. there our tour will come to an end.
8/2/17, 16:41:24: Anna-Carolin: sorry - the sign will be at your
right.
8/2/17, 16:41:38: Keren: Ok. So I'll see you there?
8/2/17, 16:42:20: Keren: I can see the blue mountains from here
8/2/17, 16:43:22: Keren: And it's so nice to walk on a pavement
again
8/2/17, 16:47:19: Keren: Hi...
8/2/17, 16:48:34: Anna-Carolin: 2017-08-02-PHOTO-00000106.jpg
<attached>
8/2/17, 16:49:48: Keren: Yes. I passed it
8/2/17, 16:50:22: Anna-Carolin: come back, let's meet at the sign
8/2/17, 16:50:39: Keren: Ho ok yes I can see you
8/2/17, 16:51:16: Anna-Carolin: great! you can send a selfie with
the sign
8/2/17, 16:52:14: Keren: 2017-08-02-PHOTO-00000111.jpg <attached>
8/2/17, 16:53:45: Keren: oh maybe you didn't mean it like that
8/2/17, 16:53:53: Keren: : )
8/2/17, 16:54:57: Anna-Carolin: 2017-08-02-PHOTO-00000114.jpg
<attached>
8/2/17, 16:55:07: Keren: But thats a selfie... i took another one
where you can see the sign better
8/2/17, 16:55:28: Anna-Carolin: perfect!
8/2/17, 16:55:40: Anna-Carolin: how are you now?
8/2/17, 16:56:15: Keren: I'm enjoying the view
8/2/17, 16:57:01: Keren: and also happy that we reached the site
8/2/17, 16:57:38: Anna-Carolin: probably you will a little bit
exhausted
8/2/17, 16:58:02: Keren: Thank you for this special trip
8/2/17, 16:58:50: Anna-Carolin: if you like the landscape - have a
look at the Movies "Star Wars" and "Zabriskie Point"
8/2/17, 17:00:23: Anna-Carolin: Thank you for booking the tour! Have
a great day - and maybe enjoy a second breakfast at Furnace Creek,
they have wonderful cake!
8/2/17, 17:00:24: Keren: Ok. I'll look for it in Star Wars
8/2/17, 17:01:13: Anna-Carolin: Goodbye, so nice meeting
8/2/17, 17:01:25: Anna-Carolin: you, keren! :)
8/2/17, 17:01:46: Keren: Goodbye ! : )

01/08/17 16:58:40: Les messages envoyés dans cette discussion et les
appels sont désormais protégés avec le chiffrement de bout en bout.
01/08/17 16:58:40: Raz: Hi there Pauline
01/08/17 16:59:41: Pauline Payen: Hello!
01/08/17 17:00:50: Pauline Payen: How are you doing?
01/08/17 17:01:17: Raz: Im good ;) just got back from work. Sitting
in the AC as it is so hot outside here in Israel ;)
01/08/17 17:01:32: Raz: Ready for my guided trip
01/08/17 17:01:48: Pauline Payen: Nice !
01/08/17 17:02:33: Pauline Payen: Here the weather is very hot
today, but it is about 5pm and a soft wind is blowing, bringing some
clouds.
01/08/17 17:02:41: Pauline Payen: Very nice time to go for a walk
01/08/17 17:03:02: Raz: Sounds like a nice cloudy weather.
01/08/17 17:03:05: Raz: Lets!
01/08/17 17:03:24: Raz: Where are we actually?
01/08/17 17:03:55: Pauline Payen: Right now we are in a garden
01/08/17 17:04:13: Pauline Payen: There is a very small palm tree in
front of us
01/08/17 17:04:26: Pauline Payen: And on our left a red pepper tree
01/08/17 17:04:29: Raz: A palm tree! Love them
01/08/17 17:04:47: Raz: Is it very green around?
01/08/17 17:06:05: Raz: Do you know how this palm tree got there?
Did anyone plant it?
01/08/17 17:06:26: Pauline Payen: Yes because there is automatic
spraying of water everyday here
01/08/17 17:06:49: Pauline Payen: Someone planted the tree 4 years
ago
01/08/17 17:06:49: Raz: Red pepper is a tiny tree isn't it?
01/08/17 17:07:00: Pauline Payen: And also a lot of flowers
01/08/17 17:07:10: Raz: Sounds refreshing
01/08/17 17:07:35: Pauline Payen: It's is peaceful but we can hear
some traffic outside
01/08/17 17:07:55: Raz: Is it a private garden? Or an institution?
01/08/17 17:08:00: Raz: A house garden?
01/08/17 17:08:27: Pauline Payen: Yes it is a house garden and it is
mosquito times
01/08/17 17:08:45: Pauline Payen: So we will now leave ;))
01/08/17 17:08:46: Raz: Oh no. Thats troubling
01/08/17 17:08:53: Raz: Cool
01/08/17 17:10:22: Pauline Payen: I want to bring you need the sea
now, you can ask me questions whenever you want or if you have a
special request we can go visit something on the way
01/08/17 17:10:34: Pauline Payen: *next to the sea
01/08/17 17:11:26: Pauline Payen: We came out in the street , quite
empty street with an old grey cat that said hi but quite grumpy
01/08/17 17:11:28: Raz: Ok sounds good
01/08/17 17:11:55: Raz: Its sounds very much like my home.. so
strange.
01/08/17 17:12:10: Raz: So it is a one way street?
01/08/17 17:12:25: Pauline Payen: Yes
01/08/17 17:12:33: Raz: Hmm funny.
01/08/17 17:12:41: Pauline Payen: Once in that street I saw a big
gull killing and eating a pigeon

01/08/17 17:13:25: Pauline Payen: But right now there are only
pigeons and an old lady with a small dog
01/08/17 17:13:41: Raz: Oh. Sounds horrible to watch
01/08/17 17:14:32: Raz: I can imagine the old lady and still got the
memory of the wet garden we just left
01/08/17 17:14:48: Raz: So we take to the right or to the left?
01/08/17 17:15:36: Pauline Payen: We turned into a regular street.
There are cars, buses, scooters, tourists, restaurants, more old
people, more ladies with dogs. In front of us if we go straight is
the sea with big palm trees
01/08/17 17:15:47: Pauline Payen: You can choose directions now :)
01/08/17 17:16:47: Raz: Oh wow. Sounds very hectic
01/08/17 17:17:11: Raz: Lets have a look on the first restaurant.
01/08/17 17:17:20: Pauline Payen: Haha!
01/08/17 17:17:26: Raz: Im curious of what kind of a place it is
01/08/17 17:17:36: Pauline Payen: Okay
01/08/17 17:17:34: Raz: Even just from the outside ;)
01/08/17 17:17:50: Pauline Payen: On the left is an Asian fast food
01/08/17 17:18:01: Pauline Payen: Very bright pink and green colors
01/08/17 17:18:07: Pauline Payen: Plastic tables and chairs
01/08/17 17:18:16: Pauline Payen: On my right a chic restaurant
01/08/17 17:18:27: Pauline Payen: Totally dark grey facade
01/08/17 17:18:38: Raz: Haha. What a combination
01/08/17 17:18:41: Pauline Payen: It calls itself a lounge bar
01/08/17 17:18:53: Raz: Which one has more people in?
01/08/17 17:19:09: Pauline Payen: None of them
01/08/17 17:19:17: Pauline Payen: Lol
01/08/17 17:19:19: Raz: How sad ;)
01/08/17 17:19:20: Raz: Lol
01/08/17 17:19:24: Raz: Haha
01/08/17 17:19:33: Raz: Is there a bus station next by?
01/08/17 17:19:56: Pauline Payen: No there is a bigger street with
more people
01/08/17 17:20:24: Raz: And the sea is just on the other side of the
street?
01/08/17 17:20:36: Pauline Payen: Yes
01/08/17 17:21:04: Pauline Payen: There is also a shop to remove
permanently hairs
01/08/17 17:21:18: Pauline Payen: It is called depil tech
01/08/17 17:21:16: Raz: Hahaha
01/08/17 17:21:25: Raz: What a place!
01/08/17 17:21:37: Pauline Payen: I continue straight forward
01/08/17 17:21:43: Pauline Payen: We can smell the sea
01/08/17 17:21:42: Raz: Ok cool.
01/08/17 17:21:57: Pauline Payen: Now on the right a lingerie shop
01/08/17 17:21:58: Raz: It feels humid
01/08/17 17:22:10: Pauline Payen: Hihihi
01/08/17 17:22:54: Pauline Payen: Nice sentences exchange
01/08/17 17:23:06: Raz: Hahaha totally Lol!!
01/08/17 17:23:52: Raz: Oh man. Lets go to a big street, maybe later
we could go to the sea shore, but as i live really next to the sea,
im curious about the street
01/08/17 17:24:16: Pauline Payen: Haha
01/08/17 17:24:18: Pauline Payen: Okay

01/08/17 17:24:19: Raz: If you don’t mind
01/08/17 17:24:50: Pauline Payen: I know a good way to the streets
via the sea
01/08/17 17:25:54: Pauline Payen: There are Palm trees all the way,
this seashore street is famous for it
01/08/17 17:26:07: Raz: Cool
01/08/17 17:26:13: Raz: Sounds like LA
01/08/17 17:26:26: Raz: Do they move in the wind?
01/08/17 17:26:38: Raz: Is it windy enough?
01/08/17 17:27:01: Pauline Payen: Not really
01/08/17 17:27:21: Pauline Payen: The sea is ice blue on shore and
dark blue at the horizon
01/08/17 17:27:29: Pauline Payen: Light waves
01/08/17 17:27:40: Raz: Are there many people swimming?
01/08/17 17:27:56: Pauline Payen: The place is crowded with tourists
01/08/17 17:28:19: Pauline Payen: A huge boat on the horizon
01/08/17 17:28:34: Raz: ⛴
01/08/17 17:28:39: Pauline Payen: A lot of blue chairs on the street
to sit and watch the sea
01/08/17 17:28:37: Raz: ;)
01/08/17 17:28:44: Pauline Payen: :)
01/08/17 17:29:05: Pauline Payen: African refugees selling fake
channel bags on the floor
01/08/17 17:29:08: Pauline Payen: Tired
01/08/17 17:28:58: Raz: A lot of blue then
01/08/17 17:29:16: Pauline Payen: Ts
01/08/17 17:29:18: Pauline Payen: Yes
01/08/17 17:29:35: Raz: What color is the sky now?
01/08/17 17:29:37: Pauline Payen: And English red burnt skin
01/08/17 17:30:00: Raz: A fake channel! Lets buy one! ;)
01/08/17 17:30:28: Raz: Oh english red burnt skin is a bit hard to
watch ..
01/08/17 17:30:31: Pauline Payen: 2017-08-01-PHOTO-00000111.jpg
<attached>
01/08/17 17:30:35: Raz: Lol
01/08/17 17:30:41: Pauline Payen: Haha
01/08/17 17:31:02: Pauline Payen: This is our view right now but we
keep walking
01/08/17 17:31:29: Pauline Payen: On our left, the Palm trees are
smaller because I think they have been destroyed one year ago
01/08/17 17:31:37: Raz: Funny, it seems like Raul was painting a
very different view from whats in front of him ;)
01/08/17 17:31:59: Pauline Payen: "
01/08/17 17:32:14: Raz: Did i see a fence on the beach?
01/08/17 17:32:19: Raz: Why is it there?
01/08/17 17:32:55: Pauline Payen: Yes, the street is higher than the
shore so they put a fence for babies, old ladies and drunken
tourists not to fall
01/08/17 17:33:30: Raz: Strange. It seems like it is dividing the
shore
01/08/17 17:33:56: Raz: It looks like a garden fence
01/08/17 17:34:19: Pauline Payen: We are arriving to a bigger street
on the left. If we continue straight will be then the old city area,
and after that a hill then a port.

01/08/17 17:34:40: Pauline Payen: What would you prefer to visit?
01/08/17 17:34:49: Raz: Oh is the hill very far? Can we get there?
01/08/17 17:34:59: Raz: Id love to get a sight of the port
01/08/17 17:35:05: Pauline Payen: Yes we can finish the tour there !
01/08/17 17:35:24: Pauline Payen: On our left we passed a tacky old
casino
01/08/17 17:35:32: Pauline Payen: And next to it McDonald's
01/08/17 17:35:46: Pauline Payen: On or eight young guys listening
to rap music
01/08/17 17:36:09: Pauline Payen: All the way old people dressed in
white, pink, clear blue or red. They look rich
01/08/17 17:36:16: Raz: What a mix of culture
01/08/17 17:36:27: Pauline Payen: Yes
01/08/17 17:36:49: Pauline Payen: Also Asian tourists are booming
here
01/08/17 17:36:55: Raz: Maybe they had their fortune at the Casino
back then in the 80's
01/08/17 17:37:12: Pauline Payen: Maybe...
01/08/17 17:37:11: Raz: ;)
01/08/17 17:37:21: Pauline Payen: Or it belongs to the mafia!
01/08/17 17:37:25: Raz: So how is the sand? Is it a sand at all?
01/08/17 17:37:38: Raz: Mm more likely
01/08/17 17:37:57: Pauline Payen: Ah no! It is very tiny grey and
white stones!
01/08/17 17:38:32: Raz: Hmm i guess a lot of it is smashed shells
and such isn't?
01/08/17 17:39:01: Pauline Payen: Mmmm
01/08/17 17:39:34: Raz: Does it feel warm?
01/08/17 17:39:49: Pauline Payen: In French we call them "galets"
01/08/17 17:40:02: Raz: So we are in France?!
01/08/17 17:40:06: Pauline Payen: Yes it's warm :)
01/08/17 17:40:29: Pauline Payen: There are traces of cray, candles,
messages of love and hope for a better world on the floor.
01/08/17 17:40:48: Pauline Payen: One year ago many people lost
their lives here
01/08/17 17:41:06: Raz: Oh :( so sad
01/08/17 17:41:45: Pauline Payen: But life continue, and next to it
a music band, two small children dancing
01/08/17 17:42:09: Raz: What kind of music do they play?
01/08/17 17:42:23: Pauline Payen: Jazz/funk
01/08/17 17:42:49: Pauline Payen: One battery a bass and an electric
guitar
01/08/17 17:43:42: Raz: Do they put a hat or something to get
money ?
01/08/17 17:44:37: Pauline: They put the guitar s cover
01/08/17 17:45:10: Raz: Oh true.. that makes more sense. Well i wish
them luck ;) what else is on the way to that hill, can we see it
stands up in front of us?
01/08/17 17:45:12: Pauline: An old man is sitting on the small gene
with a blue and white shirt rapping with his foot
01/08/17 17:45:37: Pauline Payen: Hahha I'm sorry automatic writing
mistakes!!!
01/08/17 17:45:35: Raz: He sounds like a cool old man
01/08/17 17:45:50: Pauline Payen: He is not rapping he is tapping

01/08/17 17:46:01: Raz: Hihi
01/08/17 17:46:06: Raz: Cute
01/08/17 17:46:25: Pauline Payen: There are flags, and yes the hill
in front with some buildings and a hotel on it
01/08/17 17:46:45: Raz: What kind of flags?
01/08/17 17:47:04: Pauline Payen: Damn too many mistakes on my
writing sorry it's because I walk and text bad combination
01/08/17 17:47:28: Raz: Russian, german, French, suiss and local
flags
01/08/17 17:48:15: Raz: An old lady sleeping on the street next to a
wheel chair and a can of orangina
01/08/17 17:48:37: Pauline Payen: Little dog barking with little
annoying sounds also
01/08/17 17:48:44: Raz: Yes. Watch out. I just heard that in some
country they made it illegal to cross the road while playing with
your smartphone
01/08/17 17:49:26: Pauline Payen: Hahhaha! They better !
01/08/17 17:50:04: Pauline Payen: On the left there are small
houses, on our right the sea and people playing volleyball
01/08/17 17:50:25: Pauline Payen: Some crazy person screaming behind
us
01/08/17 17:50:28: Raz: What an image! The flags, the old lady and
the orangina.. it is almost grotesque, very busy
01/08/17 17:50:54: Raz: Does he scream in french?
01/08/17 17:51:06: Pauline Payen: I think so
01/08/17 17:51:12: Pauline Payen: Not very clear
01/08/17 17:51:24: Pauline Payen: And it's a woman
01/08/17 17:51:28: Pauline Payen: ;)
01/08/17 17:51:32: Raz: Oh ;)
01/08/17 17:52:11: Pauline Payen: Some fancy bar on the right with
young cool people buying expensive drinks t the terrace
01/08/17 17:52:14: Raz: Are there still palm trees along the way?
01/08/17 17:52:23: Pauline Payen: Yes!!!!
01/08/17 17:52:41: Raz: Thats the most stable thing on our trip
01/08/17 17:52:46: Raz: The palm trees
01/08/17 17:52:54: Raz1: Very relaxing.
01/08/17 17:53:07: Raz: I wonder what ages are these boys at the bar
01/08/17 17:53:13: Pauline Payen: But we are almost at the end of
our tour :) we are already climbing the little hill that will let us
see the port on the other side and then the palm trees stop
01/08/17 17:54:08: Pauline Payen: We can hear English, Italian,
Russian, Chinese, Arab, and French languages
01/08/17 17:53:58: Raz: Its a nice thing that the palm trees became
our route
01/08/17 17:54:23: Pauline Payen: Throughout the way
01/08/17 17:54:50: Pauline Payen: I can send you one more picture
you can ask me whenever you want
01/08/17 17:55:32: Raz: Can i get a random picture of whats on your
right?
01/08/17 17:55:54: Pauline Payen: Hahah!!! It s still the sea r u
sure ?!!
01/08/17 17:56:04: Raz: So on the left
01/08/17 17:56:06: Raz: ;)
01/08/17 17:56:13: Pauline Payen: Right now?

01/08/17 17:56:36: Raz: Mmm
01/08/17 17:56:38: Raz: Yes
01/08/17 17:56:53: Pauline Payen: Ok , good choice :))
01/08/17 17:56:58: Raz: Yey
01/08/17 17:57:19: Pauline Payen: 2017-08-01-PHOTO-00000202.jpg
<attached>
01/08/17 17:58:14: Raz: Wow thats very interesting
01/08/17 17:59:44: Raz: Surprising
01/08/17 18:00:48: Raz: Are we planning to climb these stairs?!?!
01/08/17 18:01:08: Raz: Oh did you call?
01/08/17 18:01:21: Pauline Payen: It was a mistake ;)))
01/08/17 18:01:28: Raz: I assumed so
01/08/17 18:01:30: Raz: ;)
01/08/17 18:01:35: Pauline Payen: We re not climbing stairs that is
another tour
01/08/17 18:02:01: Pauline Payen: Now I walked few more meters.
Someone made a house on a bench. With a big umbrellas and cardboard.
Two men. One young man and one old man. They make a funny pair. The
young man is burnt by the sun and is screaming at people meanly
telling them how stupid they are . Saying things like "why you take
that picture like that why don't you stand there it's much better it
upsets me fuck!" "This is the land of dumbass" or "you, you, forget
it, go back to Ching Ching China land stupid" ....
01/08/17 18:02:05: Raz: Cool.. i don’t gave the energy for such
stairs
01/08/17 18:02:36: Pauline Payen: The old man is quiet and reading
with a pile of perhaps 50 books stuck between the bench and the big
umbrella
01/08/17 18:03:44: Raz: Haha.. well regarding the young man's
conclusions.. i have the feeling i might agree with some of his..
01/08/17 18:05:18: Pauline Payen: ?
01/08/17 18:05:46: Raz: It sounds a bit too touristic, on the other
hand, he decided to make his home on a bench in this very touristic
place..
01/08/17 18:06:19: Raz: I mean, i guess tourists can look a bit
silly
01/08/17 18:06:52: Pauline Payen: Well tourism is one issue racism
another
01/08/17 18:07:11: Raz: Oh that is true indeed
01/08/17 18:08:21: Pauline Payen: Now we are facing the port
01/08/17 18:08:25: Raz: Lets go to a quite spot
01/08/17 18:08:41: Raz: So how is the view from there?
01/08/17 18:08:47: Raz: Do you like it?
01/08/17 18:09:02: Pauline Payen: It's a corniche, on top of the
small hill
01/08/17 18:09:21: Pauline Payen: Under us are rocks and we can hear
the sound of the sea and waves crushing on the rocks
01/08/17 18:09:27: Pauline Payen: Maybe 30 meters
01/08/17 18:09:54: Pauline Payen: In front are much bigger hills,
with buildings and houses inside and at the bottom is the port
01/08/17 18:10:02: Raz: Thats a very different sight
01/08/17 18:10:21: Pauline Payen: Yes
01/08/17 18:10:41: Pauline Payen: It is more quiet
01/08/17 18:10:46: Raz: I mean, this wild nature thing of the sea

01/08/17 18:11:03: Raz: Crushing on the rocks endlessly
01/08/17 18:12:29: Raz: Its interesting to look at all these hills
and houses and buildings, and all these people we saw, the rich and
the poor.. and think that the sea does the same thing all these
years, throughout all these cultural changes
01/08/17 18:13:19: Pauline Payen: Sometimes very quiet and smooth
sometimes stormy. Looking at the sea, there is the horizon line and
a helicopter
01/08/17 18:13:45: Pauline Payen: And far away I also can see a very
small boat with two people inside
01/08/17 18:14:02: Pauline Payen: This is where we end the tour :)
01/08/17 18:14:08: Pauline Payen: I hoped you enjoyed !
01/08/17 18:14:13: Raz: A perfect spot
01/08/17 18:14:21: Pauline Payen: I hope you enjoy I meant
01/08/17 18:14:29: Pauline Payen: Rrrhhhhaa!!!
01/08/17 18:14:35: Pauline Payen: I hope you enjoyed
01/08/17 18:14:38: Pauline Payen: Lol
01/08/17 18:14:37: Raz: Haha
01/08/17 18:15:00: Raz: Enjoyed it very much. Was very interesting.
01/08/17 18:15:41: Raz: I actually got a lot of sights and images in
my mind
01/08/17 18:15:50: Pauline Payen: Nice !
01/08/17 18:16:10: Raz: Well, thank you so much ;) happy we ended
it in such a spot
01/08/17 18:16:24: Pauline Payen: You re welcome
01/08/17 18:16:44: Pauline Payen: Can you tell me what is on your
left and what is on your right?
01/08/17 18:16:48: Pauline Payen: Very short
01/08/17 18:16:59: Pauline Payen: I'm curious ;)
01/08/17 18:17:07: Raz: Haha
01/08/17 18:17:48: Raz: On my left is my bookshelf
01/08/17 18:17:59: Raz: On mu right is the couch
01/08/17 18:18:17: Raz: And my sweet dog is just in front of me.
01/08/17 18:19:24: Pauline Payen: :)
01/08/17 18:19:24: Raz: But behind me, across the walls of my flat,
there's a garden, with flowers and a very small palm tree. From
which you can go to a quite small street that leads to the sea shore
01/08/17 18:19:36: Raz: *behind me
01/08/17 18:19:41: Pauline Payen: Hahahah!
01/08/17 18:19:48: Raz: True!
01/08/17 18:19:51: Pauline Payen: #inception
01/08/17 18:20:10: Pauline Payen: Thank you
01/08/17 18:20:13: Raz: ;)
01/08/17 18:20:23: Pauline Payen: I wish you a good evening (?)
01/08/17 18:20:30: Raz: Thanks a lot. Was inspiring
01/08/17 18:20:40: Raz: An evening indeed. Soon sunset
01/08/17 18:20:53: Raz: At the horizon of the sea!
01/08/17 18:21:03: Pauline Payen: Enjoy!
01/08/17 18:21:12: Pauline Payen: #
01/08/17 18:21:23: Raz: You too. Enjoy your way back home
01/08/17 18:21:32: Raz: Thanks a lot once again
01/08/17 18:21:35: Raz: " "
01/08/17 18:21:51: Pauline Payen: :)
01/08/17 18:21:53: Pauline Payen: Xoxo

31.07.17, 15:01:10: Nachrichten in diesem Chat sowie Anrufe sind
jetzt mit Ende-zu-Ende-Verschlüsselung geschützt.
31.07.17, 15:01:42: Julia: Hi I am your tourist for today's tour!
31.07.17, 15:08:04: Shiri: Hello and good afternoon ! we will
start our tour in 15 min. Please make sure you have your wallet and
shopping bag available!
31.07.17, 15:08:40: Julia: Ok great! I am ready!
31.07.17, 15:34:36: Shiri: Hello to my tourist on this warm and
lovely afternoon ☀
31.07.17, 15:34:47: Shiri: Since the weather is rather hot, today's
tour will be surrounding the hertzel st. Shopping area in Ramat Gan
31.07.17, 15:35:01: Julia: Sounds great!
31.07.17, 15:35:46: Shiri: Most tourist will not find this street as
a tourist highlight, which will make our tour even better!
31.07.17, 15:36:10: Julia: Why wouldn't they?
31.07.17, 15:36:37: Shiri: Well only because they don't know it!
31.07.17, 15:37:32: Shiri: This street is actually a wonderful place
for food shopping, clothing and other findings
31.07.17, 15:38:14: Shiri: While markets around the world need to
look like a market, hertzel st in ramat gan does not look like one.
31.07.17, 15:38:31: Shiri: It pretty much looks like an ordinary
street with many shops
31.07.17, 15:39:06: Shiri: While in reality, this is one good market
⚖
31.07.17, 15:39:12: Shiri: Let's start then!!
31.07.17, 15:40:36: Shiri: Coming from Jabotinsky street we will
start walking " ♀#
31.07.17, 15:40:54: Julia:
31.07.17, 15:41:23: Shiri:
time!
31.07.17, 15:41:41: Shiri:
snack
31.07.17, 15:41:55: Julia:
31.07.17, 15:42:08: Shiri:
vegetable seller
31.07.17, 15:42:53: Shiri:
smell, but on this time of
31.07.17, 15:43:20: Shiri:
fall off
31.07.17, 15:43:38: Shiri:

Are there many people shopping right now?
Hertzel street is full of shoppers at any
Also with hungry people looking for a
What does it smell like the street?
But we will start with my mother's
* the street usually has no particular
the year
There are a lot of Ficus tree fruits that
So you might find the smell a bit sour
$
Ha, I wish I could smell it now!
When you step on the Ficus tree fruits

31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
they make
31.07.17,
31.07.17,

15:43:49: Shiri:
15:44:06: Julia:
15:44:19: Shiri:
a funny sound
15:44:27: Julia:
15:44:31: Julia:

31.07.17,
31.07.17,
sole food
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
different
31.07.17,

15:44:41: Shiri: And get stuck on your shoes %
15:45:21: Shiri: Don't forget that this fruits are the
of the bats in this neighborhood
15:45:44: Julia: Shoe sole food...:-D
15:45:51: Shiri: And there are a lot of them! Join me in a
night for bats tour in ramat gan
15:46:18: Shiri: (It sounds like "skwuuush")

I can't imagine what a ficus smells like
What kind of sound?

31.07.17, 15:46:50: Shiri: But now the bats are sleeping so we can
leave them ☺&
31.07.17, 15:47:54: Shiri: On the left side of hertzel you can see 2
funny shops. Photo Lior is a photography shop from the 70's
31.07.17, 15:48:20: Julia: Did we pass your mums vegetable shop
already?
31.07.17, 15:48:25: Shiri: He is still doing passport pictures the
old way! U can go in and ask to have one
31.07.17, 15:48:48: Shiri: Ohh yes we will get to my moms veggie
shop in a second
31.07.17, 15:49:13: Shiri: If you don't feel like having a picture
we can go to my moms veggie shop
31.07.17, 15:49:23: Julia: I would love to have one
31.07.17, 15:49:44: Shiri: Please please come in '
31.07.17, 15:50:42: Shiri: Now Lior, will take your picture
upstairs, for only 15 shekels (the price also hasn't changed for the
70's)
31.07.17, 15:51:05: Julia: Thats cheap!
31.07.17, 15:52:13: Shiri: Come on come on, this is the last remains
from photo-shops that still live analog photos
31.07.17, 15:52:41: Shiri: Which is probably an old dinosaur
31.07.17, 15:52:59: Shiri: Now that u took a picture we can go on $$
$
31.07.17, 15:53:15: Julia: Can I see the picture?
31.07.17, 15:53:22: Julia: Or it takes a while too pick it up?
31.07.17, 15:53:52: Shiri: He just dries it with the hair fan
31.07.17, 15:53:58: Shiri: For 2 min
31.07.17, 15:54:19: Shiri: So meanwhile we'll check out my moms
veggie guy
31.07.17, 15:54:21: Julia: Wow, so we don't need to wait until its
ready?
31.07.17, 15:54:24: Julia: cool
31.07.17, 15:55:22: Shiri: Now we have a dispute. My veggie guy is
Moti, my mom's veggie guy is Moshe
31.07.17, 15:56:14: Shiri: PHOTO-00000106.jpg <attached>
31.07.17, 15:56:38: Julia: Why do you prefer Moti?
31.07.17, 15:57:36: Shiri: You will soon see why I prefer Moti, but
I'm quite sure that Moshe gives my mom better deals!!!
31.07.17, 15:58:20: Shiri: (Don't buy any leaves of any kind... we
will also go to the leaf guy later)
31.07.17, 15:58:51: Shiri: So we you can buy a fruit if you feel
like, but let's go to the pastry shop !!!!
31.07.17, 15:59:17: Shiri: I love pastry and this funny shop is
owned by a family that came from Georgia
31.07.17, 16:00:29: Shiri: All the family works here, including the
father, the mother, the son, his wife, his wife's sister!
31.07.17, 16:01:00: Julia: How do you know? Do you chat with them a
lot?
31.07.17, 16:01:05: Shiri: If you ask me, there is this apricot
cake, it's great!
31.07.17, 16:01:49: Shiri: Well, we live here together for 20 years
31.07.17, 16:02:08: Shiri: And every Friday I come to buy something
for Saturday
31.07.17, 16:02:45: Shiri: And on week days, if we don't feel like

cooking, we come here and buy some Burekas
31.07.17, 16:03:08: Shiri: (Which is the smaller version of the
Turkish Borek)
31.07.17, 16:03:59: Shiri: NOW, while we sit outside for a bite, you
can see that across the street something is going on!
31.07.17, 16:04:38: Shiri: This is Almog&Harel
31.07.17, 16:05:19: Julia: What is this?
31.07.17, 16:05:27: Shiri: These 2 brothers opened this whole food
store to keep a competition against the supermarket that is jut 10
meters away from them
31.07.17, 16:05:51: Julia: Its a nice name? is it the two brother's
name?
31.07.17, 16:06:52: Shiri: So you can find here all kinds of dry
fruits,legumes, crackers and sweets
31.07.17, 16:07:50: Shiri: One brother is Almog (it means coral) and
the other one is Harel (which means roughly god-mountain)
31.07.17, 16:08:09: Julia: Such a beautiful combination of names
31.07.17, 16:08:27: Shiri: Usually Harel is at the cashier while
Almog is making noise $
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
something
31.07.17,
31.07.17,

16:08:44:
16:09:35:
to Moshe,
16:09:47:
16:09:52:

Julia: What kind of noise? (
Shiri: Always salute the neighbors, yells
calls customers for the deal of the day
Julia: What is the deal of the day today?
Shiri: And sometimes he is just not happy with

something $
31.07.17, 16:11:05: Shiri: Well the usual deals nothing special, you
can see Almog is pretty board and is looking for "balagan"
31.07.17, 16:11:22: Shiri: Which means he will soon pick up a fight
with someone (-:
31.07.17, 16:11:35: Shiri: This is how this store opened!
31.07.17, 16:11:55: Shiri: He started a fight with the supermarket,
and won this fight
31.07.17, 16:12:16: Shiri: Because everybody buys at his store )
31.07.17, 16:12:45: Shiri: Come come let's move on, we have so much
more!!
31.07.17, 16:14:40: Shiri: From my moms veggie and the pastry shop
we will go on, pass the next veggie !!
31.07.17, 16:15:05: Shiri: And after it there is the famous chicken
grillll!!!
31.07.17, 16:15:34: Shiri: For everybody in the neighborhood this is
the savior !!
31.07.17, 16:15:55: Julia: Why?
31.07.17, 16:16:03: Shiri: Home made dishes cooked by two women who
got out from jail
31.07.17, 16:16:08: Julia: Savior for the hungry ones with no time
to cook?
31.07.17, 16:16:22: Julia: From Jail?!
31.07.17, 16:16:36: Shiri: Firstly indeed people can't cook all day
long
31.07.17, 16:16:53: Shiri: And sometimes they can't pick up the kids
from school on time
31.07.17, 16:17:59: Shiri: So when you go in, especially at noon,
you will find some kids that finished school, some office people,

Almog and Harel always eat here
31.07.17, 16:18:22: Shiri: And occasionally an old neighbor who lost
his way
31.07.17, 16:19:17: Shiri: The two ladies that cook here, were in
jail and found rehabilitation in this business
31.07.17, 16:19:45: Julia: Do you know why they went to jail?
31.07.17, 16:21:05: Shiri: Ohhh well... one of them used to rob old
people and the other one was just at the wrong time at the wrong
place
31.07.17, 16:21:12: Shiri: (So she says)
31.07.17, 16:21:40: Julia: Oha. How old are they?
31.07.17, 16:22:07: Shiri: They are like in their 50s
31.07.17, 16:22:25: Shiri: With funny tattoo
31.07.17, 16:22:32: Julia: What kind of tattoo?
31.07.17, 16:22:41: Shiri: And short hair and strong arms!
31.07.17, 16:23:29: Shiri: You know jail tattoo? When you make them
with no machine, only with a pen and a niddle, they always turn
smudged
31.07.17, 16:23:55: Julia: Oha yes! But is it a picture of something
or just a pattern?
31.07.17, 16:24:20: Shiri: * while you pick up a sambusak to eat I
will tell u about the supermarket!!
31.07.17, 16:24:37: Julia: sambusak?
31.07.17, 16:24:41: Shiri: (Take the veggie sambusak! It's the
best!)
31.07.17, 16:24:55: Julia: What is it? Veggie sounds great! ill go
for this
31.07.17, 16:25:59: Shiri: Sambusak is this Iraqi pastry, basically
a very large ravioli that is fried in deep oil
31.07.17, 16:26:46: Shiri: The veggie sambusak is with smashed
chickpea
31.07.17, 16:27:43: Shiri: Now when u look at the supermarket, I
have to tell u that about 20 years ago the Russians came to this
neighbourhood
31.07.17, 16:28:21: Shiri: The Iraqi people here weren't delighted
but were friendly as they have always been.
31.07.17, 16:29:21: Shiri: One day, this Russian guy decided to open
a supermarket near the one that existed, where now is the "tiv taam"
31.07.17, 16:30:03: Shiri: The old super didn't like the
competition, so on one summer night they gave fire to the
competition
31.07.17, 16:30:13: Julia: Oh no!
31.07.17, 16:31:18: Shiri: PHOTO-00000107.jpg <attached>
31.07.17, 16:31:44: Shiri: So after a while all the smoke went out
through the big buildings upstairs
31.07.17, 16:32:00: Shiri: And all the people who lived there needed
to evacuate
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,

16:32:20:
16:32:36:
16:32:48:
16:32:51:

Shiri:
Julia:
Julia:
Shiri:

But there were no fire escapes +
Sounds like a horrible night!
I hope everyone survived?
So the fire fighters had to take each

person down the ladder ,
31.07.17, 16:33:08: Shiri: And all kids were happy because they had

an adventure !!
31.07.17, 16:33:15:
'performance':-D
31.07.17, 16:33:27:
31.07.17, 16:33:51:
31.07.17, 16:34:13:
31.07.17, 16:34:51:

Julia: Must have been an interesting
Shiri:
Julia:
Shiri:
Shiri:

No one was hurt at all
Did you witness it in person?
But the competition super was burned
Well... I came home after parting all

night long to find that I can't go up31.07.17, 16:35:05: Julia: Ahh you live in this building?
31.07.17, 16:35:16: Shiri: I met my mom and sister later and went to
to my moms friend .
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
grapes
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,

16:35:37: Shiri: Yes indeed this is where I live 16:36:11: Shiri: Hey...let's go to Moti! He has 5 kinds of
16:36:23: Shiri: And enormous watermelons
16:36:41: Julia: Wow how big are they?
16:37:28: Shiri: They are so big, you need 4 arms to lift

them /
31.07.17, 16:38:07: Shiri: Hmmm where is Moti? I wanted to take his
picture
31.07.17, 16:38:09: Shiri: For y
31.07.17, 16:38:25: Julia: A picture of him?
31.07.17, 16:38:59: Julia: I am curious what he looks like!
31.07.17, 16:39:08: Julia: Is he there ?
31.07.17, 16:39:33: Shiri: He is from Bukhara!
31.07.17, 16:39:45: Julia: Where is that?
31.07.17, 16:40:11: Shiri: He is big and white and has green eyes,
and when he moves around his face turns red in a second
31.07.17, 16:40:46: Shiri: BUKHARA is actually the Jewish place in
Uzbekistan
31.07.17, 16:41:16: Shiri: Where most Jews used to live. There is a
big community in ramat gan
31.07.17, 16:42:07: Shiri: You can buy whatever you want and you can
pick it up later ⚖
31.07.17, 16:42:57: Shiri: Ohhh my look at the time! We walked only
20
Meters 0 0 0 0
31.07.17, 16:43:39: Julia: Wow time was flying
31.07.17, 16:43:51: Julia: It is a pleasure to walk with you
31.07.17, 16:44:14: Shiri: Let's go across the street to finish our
short tour in Amnon's kiosk
31.07.17, 16:44:26: Shiri: Which is a huge one (-:
31.07.17, 16:44:53: Shiri: Let's buy beer and sit here on the bench
31.07.17, 16:45:23: Julia: Sounds good! Is there one in the shade?
31.07.17, 16:45:38: Shiri: This is the real hang out in this street
31.07.17, 16:46:01: Shiri: Ohhh well all the street is shaded
because of the Ficus trees (-:
31.07.17, 16:46:36: Julia: Ha great!
31.07.17, 16:46:57: Shiri: And now that we are having a Baltica
(that blonde Russian beer)
31.07.17, 16:47:37: Shiri: I wanted to tell you that all around the
world, kiosks are the best hangout!! Never miss them

31.07.17, 16:47:59: Julia: Yes in Berlin we have a similar culture.
We call them Spätis!
31.07.17, 16:48:10: Julia: 'late ones'
31.07.17, 16:48:14: Shiri: Exactly 1
31.07.17, 16:48:37:
at like 10am
31.07.17, 16:48:47:
31.07.17, 16:49:09:
31.07.17, 16:49:56:
owner Amnon becomes

Shiri: Only in Ramat gan it starts earlier $

31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,
31.07.17,

Shiri:
Shiri:
Shiri:
Julia:

16:50:07:
16:50:12:
16:50:47:
16:51:00:

Julia: Hahahahahaaa...:-D
Julia: And open all night?
Shiri: No no... they close at 12:00 when the
a pumpkin and says to everyone- I'm going home!
1
Well dear
We didn't get much done
I don't think so!

31.07.17, 16:51:11: Julia: 2
31.07.17, 16:51:14: Shiri: There are many many more places to buy
things and places to look at and funny stories ! 3
31.07.17, 16:51:29: Julia: Always keep something for next time!
31.07.17, 16:51:40: Shiri: Of course % ' ! ' %
31.07.17, 16:52:03: Shiri: Thanks to taking part at this special
tour " ♀☀" ♀
31.07.17, 16:52:24: Shiri: May we succeed to go all around all the
time
31.07.17, 16:52:32: Julia: Thank you for taking me on a tour today!
I relly enjoyed it and could have gone with you forver
31.07.17, 16:52:37: Shiri: And eat eat eat &
31.07.17, 16:52:56: Shiri: My pleasure dear (
31.07.17, 16:53:21: Shiri: See ya soon 4

 כעת השיחות וההודעות הנשלחות בצ'אט זה מאובטחות עם- 10:03 ,1.8.2017
.י למידע נוסף/ הקש.הצפנה מקצה לקצה
1.8.2017, 10:03 - Romina: hey! i signed up to participate in the
tour....?
1.8.2017, 10:04 - Namushka: Yes! I am here for you! Welcome :)
1.8.2017, 10:04 - Namushka: How are you?
1.8.2017, 10:04 - Romina: :)
1.8.2017, 10:04 - Romina: i am good. how are you?
1.8.2017, 10:04 - Namushka: I'm also good!
1.8.2017, 10:05 - Namushka: The weather makes me happy
1.8.2017, 10:05 - Namushka: It's very sunny, an humid, but not as
hot as usually
1.8.2017, 10:06 - Romina: sounds good, i hope that the sun will come
out today
1.8.2017, 10:06 - Namushka: Not even one cloud here!
1.8.2017, 10:06 - Namushka: But we walk in the shade, we should take
care of our skin
1.8.2017, 10:07 - Namushka: But enough about the weather! Let's
start !
1.8.2017, 10:07 - Romina: yes, please!
1.8.2017, 10:09 - Namushka: We start with a tiny bit of history: we
are on the first street of the city, with a lot of first things. We
start from the newer part of it, walking towards the oldest part of
it.
1.8.2017, 10:09 - Namushka: So now we start walking
1.8.2017, 10:09 - Romina ok, lets walk
1.8.2017, 10:10 - Romina: do we have a final place where we go or do
we decide spontaneously?
1.8.2017, 10:11 - Namushka: We decide spontaneously as we walk :)
1.8.2017, 10:11 - Namushka: Just observing the street
1.8.2017, 10:11 - Romina: i like that
1.8.2017, 10:11 - Namushka: Great!
1.8.2017, 10:12 - Namushka: Just two more important informations:
the tour will be around 45 min. long, and you are allowed to ask me
to send you 2 photos whenever you want
1.8.2017, 10:12 - Romina: !
1.8.2017, 10:13 - Romina: IMG-20170801-WA0000.jpg <attached>
1.8.2017, 10:14 - Namushka: If i stop and look in front of me the
most dominant color is green, and there is a strange mixture of
natural and artificial colors
1.8.2017, 10:15 - Romina: what are artificial colours, like pink? i
always enjoy seeing a lot of green, it gives a calming feeling
1.8.2017, 10:16 - Namushka: Can you see the half naked guy on the
opposite balkony?
1.8.2017, 10:16 - Namushka: It's more like artificial green
1.8.2017, 10:16 - Romina: hihi...yes but i rather don't want to ;)
1.8.2017, 10:17 - Namushka: Yes maybe!
1.8.2017, 10:17 - Namushka: We are getting closer to a big
intersection, very busy usually
1.8.2017, 10:17 - Romina: would you say tel aviv is a "green city"?
1.8.2017, 10:18 - Namushka: 'Tel- Aviv' has some green parts, and
some are not. It depends who they voted in the municipal election
and how many tax they pay
1.8.2017, 10:19 - Romina: i see...

1.8.2017, 10:19 - Namushka: Don't get confused, the dominant green
here is not because it is green here...
1.8.2017, 10:20 - Romina: can you maybe describe the sounds around
you?
1.8.2017, 10:21 - Namushka: There is constantly a layer of driving
cars sound
1.8.2017, 10:21 - Namushka: And one woman talks on the phone
1.8.2017, 10:21 - Namushka: A truck
1.8.2017, 10:21 - Namushka: And some construction noise
1.8.2017, 10:22 - Namushka: People pass by shouting at the phone
1.8.2017, 10:23 - Namushka: We are standing now in front of a very
'beautiful' spot: an aircondition wall
1.8.2017, 10:25 - Namushka: You wouldn't say it's beautiful, but i
like it. Different aircondition engines, hung randomly and tons of
pipes around
1.8.2017, 10:25 - Namushka: You can see the time recognising the age
of the engine
1.8.2017, 10:28 - Romina: Could you send me a photo of this wall?
1.8.2017, 10:28 - Romina: sounds like an interesting structure
1.8.2017, 10:28 - Namushka: Sure!
1.8.2017, 10:29 - Namushka: IMG-20170801-WA0002.jpg <attached>
1.8.2017, 10:30 - Namushka: Let's play a game! I'm walking now, and
you can stop me whenever you want and ask me to describe what i see
1.8.2017, 10:31 - Romina: let's do that!
1.8.2017, 10:31 - Namushka: Cool!
1.8.2017, 10:31 - Namushka: I'm walking
1.8.2017, 10:31 - Namushka: I walk north
1.8.2017, 10:32 - Namushka: I walk slow
1.8.2017, 10:32 - Romina: what do you see now? already different
than before?
1.8.2017, 10:33 - Namushka: Yes
1.8.2017, 10:33 - Namushka: Now it's also different when i look
right or left, up or down
1.8.2017, 10:33 - Namushka: You name it
1.8.2017, 10:34 - Romina: of course! please turn to the left..what
is there?
1.8.2017, 10:34 - Namushka: Very interesting!
1.8.2017, 10:34 - Namushka: It's a desert inside a closed shop!!
1.8.2017, 10:34 - Romina: a desert?
1.8.2017, 10:35 - Namushka: Yes, with sand
1.8.2017, 10:35 - Namushka: And little mountains and valleys
1.8.2017, 10:35 - Romina: are there animals living there also?
1.8.2017, 10:35 - Namushka: It's written love in the sky
1.8.2017, 10:36 - Namushka: No, no animals
1.8.2017, 10:36 - Romina: i think i like this place
1.8.2017, 10:36 - Namushka: But leftovers of mankind that used to be
there: a Venetian mask
1.8.2017, 10:37 - Romina: would you go on a little bit?
1.8.2017, 10:37 - Namushka: Yes
1.8.2017, 10:37 - Namushka: I'm waljing
1.8.2017, 10:37 - Namushka: K
1.8.2017, 10:38 - Namushka: I walk slow
1.8.2017, 10:38 - Namushka: The sun is near us
1.8.2017, 10:38 - Namushka: It will get very hot soon

1.8.2017, 10:38 - Namushka: Can you hear the bike bell
1.8.2017, 10:39 - Romina: what is now beneath your feet? what can
you see on the ground you are walking on?
1.8.2017, 10:39 - Romina: stop ;)
1.8.2017, 10:40 - Talushka: It's a very dirty floor, it used to be
blue-grey, but now it's almost black
1.8.2017, 10:40 - Namushka: And some cigarrette ash
1.8.2017, 10:41 - Namushka: And glass broken so tiny, that you can
almost imagine the whole thing as a milky way
1.8.2017, 10:42 - Namushka: Some old chewing gums, that are like
basalt stones
1.8.2017, 10:43 - Romina: it's like a landscape as you are
describing it...
1.8.2017, 10:43 - Namushka: I'm zooming in!
1.8.2017, 10:44 - Romina: are you tired of walking or the sun?
1.8.2017, 10:44 - Namushka: No, i'm good!
1.8.2017, 10:44 - Romina: good :)
1.8.2017, 10:44 - Namushka: Now we also stopped on a historical
corner, with a first thing happened here
1.8.2017, 10:45 - Namushka: Do you want to know it?
1.8.2017, 10:45 - Romina: of course! i already wondered what first
things things in the beginning!
1.8.2017, 10:46 - Namushka: Cool, so on that corner, actually two
first things: the first röntgen institute of the city, and first
kiosk of the city
1.8.2017, 10:47 - Romina: the first kiosk is special !
1.8.2017, 10:47 - Namushka: What was your first tour outside your
country?
1.8.2017, 10:47 - Romina: where i am kiosks are so important for the
whole city!
1.8.2017, 10:48 - Romina: mmhhhh..you mean holidays?
1.8.2017, 10:48 - Namushka: Yes, for instance
1.8.2017, 10:48 - Namushka: Was there something else?
1.8.2017, 10:49 - Romina: i think i went to italy, to the beach... i
hardly can't remember because i was very young, maybe 4 years old!?
1.8.2017, 10:49 - Namushka: What is your first memory?
1.8.2017, 10:50 - Namushka: (Meanwhile i keep walking)
1.8.2017, 10:50 - Romina: (am i allowed to stop you again? )
1.8.2017, 10:50 - Namushka: (Yes)
1.8.2017, 10:50 - Romina: my first memory within this trip i suppose
you mean..
1.8.2017, 10:51 - Namushka: No, i meant in general
1.8.2017, 10:51 - Romina: i have to think about it...
1.8.2017, 10:51 - Namushka: "
1.8.2017, 10:51 - Romina: S-T-O-P
1.8.2017, 10:51 - Namushka: Stopped
1.8.2017, 10:52 - Romina: what is on your left side?
1.8.2017, 10:52 - Namushka: It's a building that looks like its made
out of cardboard
1.8.2017, 10:53 - Namushka: With small brown windows
1.8.2017, 10:53 - Namushka: And you can tell by the sky that we are
close to the beach
1.8.2017, 10:53 - Romina: oh, nice :)
1.8.2017, 10:54 - Namushka: Did you remember your first memory?

1.8.2017, 10:55 - Romina: i can't remember my first memory:/ i think
we have memory's because of photos we remember.. there i remember
e.g. building a huge snowman
1.8.2017, 10:55 - Namushka: Now we are almost ending the tour, and
we almost arrive to the beginning of the street ( we started close
to the end)
1.8.2017, 10:55 - Namushka: I have a similar picture/memory from
childhood!
1.8.2017, 10:56 - Romina: you have? what is it?
1.8.2017, 10:57 - Namushka: Building a snowman with my dad. But i
also do remember it because my first snow came when i was old enough
to remember
1.8.2017, 10:57 - Romina: :)
1.8.2017, 10:59 - Namushka: Now lets think how to finish. You still
didn't use your last picture, i have one more historical fact, and
you can ask for a last description
1.8.2017, 10:59 - Romina: oh, please send me a picture of the sky...
1.8.2017, 11:00 - Namushka: IMG-20170801-WA0004.jpg <attached>
1.8.2017, 11:00 - Romina: i also would like to hear the historical
fact ..
1.8.2017, 11:01 - Namushka: We are sitting in front of what used to
be the tallest building in the city, which introduced the first
escalator to the people of this country
1.8.2017, 11:02 - Namushka: And i thought that i didn't describe
people to you, maybe you want this as a last description- a person?
1.8.2017, 11:03 - Romina: you are right! yes, the next person coming
by maybe?
1.8.2017, 11:03 - Romina:
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: Ok!
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: It's a man
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: Topless
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: Old muscles
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: Very tan
1.8.2017, 11:04 - Namushka: He looks like he is made of bronze
1.8.2017, 11:05 - Namushka: And it's a nice contrast to his blue
swimsuit
1.8.2017, 11:05 - Romina: thank you so much for the tour!
1.8.2017, 11:06 - Namushka: Thank you for participating!
1.8.2017, 11:06 - Namushka: I hope you got a nice view of the city
1.8.2017, 11:06 - Romina: a lot of impressions. hope to visit these
places again :)
1.8.2017, 11:07 - Namushka: Ciao!
1.8.2017, 11:07 - Romina: bye!

02/08/17, 21:08:14: Messages to this chat and calls are now secured
with end-to-end encryption.
02/08/17, 21:08:14: Veronika: Hey there, it's Veronika . Are you my
tour guide?
02/08/17, 21:11:08: Yaara: Hi Veronika, yes I am that's the reason
for my big red hat although it's already dark :) my name is Yaara
how are you tonight? Are you ready?
02/08/17, 21:12:01: Veronika: Yes the big red head made me think
that you must be it :) I am ready to go...
02/08/17, 21:12:20: Veronika : Hat i mean ;)
02/08/17, 21:13:26: Yaara: Great! So you can tie down your bicycle
cause we'll be walking up Rothschild boulevard
02/08/17, 21:13:48: Veronika : Okay... I ll do that
02/08/17, 21:14:11: Yaara: I know it's really hot but we have a bit
of breeze and our rad heads so seems like we're good :(
02/08/17, 21:14:17: Yaara: On meant :)
02/08/17, 21:14:25: Veronika: :)
02/08/17, 21:15:54: Yaara: So we start in this square now, pretty
active around us, people dressed up (tlv way means hardly dressed..)
and already you can see all the building around us
02/08/17, 21:16:23: Yaara: Some are really pretty and tells a story,
some are really new and soulless but that's what it's all about
02/08/17, 21:17:24: Yaara: I picked this boulevard for you because
it's a cool mix of night life and architecture
02/08/17, 21:17:51: Veronika: It really is :) good choice!
02/08/17, 21:18:04: Veronika: Maybe wait a second
02/08/17, 21:18:13: Veronika: I'd like to take some pictures
02/08/17, 21:19:07: Yaara: Sure! What grabbed your attention? Is
that the half deserted house or is it the tree with the enormous
trunk?
02/08/17, 21:19:30: Veronika : The half deserted house...
02/08/17, 21:20:11: Yaara: Well it's a bit scare though..
02/08/17, 21:20:34: Veronika: A bit, but I kind of like it ...
02/08/17, 21:21:05: Veronika: I like weird architecture. Like I've
been to Tel Aviv's bus station one;)
02/08/17, 21:21:11: Veronika: Once
02/08/17, 21:21:14: Yaara: A mailman named Fugel used to live here,
not many neighbors back then.. He was brutally murdered in 1939 and
no one knows by who..
02/08/17, 21:21:28: Veronika: Oh wow
02/08/17, 21:21:43: Veronika: Spooky
02/08/17, 21:21:55: Yaara: Not as scary as tlv buss station though..
Nothing is!
02/08/17, 21:21:58: Veronika: And who was Rothschild by the way?
02/08/17, 21:22:10: Veronika: !
02/08/17, 21:22:47: Yaara: He was a very rich jewish French person,
who donated a lot of money to built this country
02/08/17, 21:23:36: Yaara: And I think he had a bank too
02/08/17, 21:24:22: Yaara: Today this boulevard is like the center
of businesses and well a lot of banks too
02/08/17, 21:24:44: Yaara: So the name fits it well now.. But it
wasn't always like that here!
02/08/17, 21:24:45: Veronika: That fits then ;)
02/08/17, 21:25:04: Veronika: Since when more or less is it like

that?
02/08/17, 21:26:08: Yaara: It's was built around 1918, was all send
before, it had it's pick and then in the 30's big plague and
everyone left..
02/08/17, 21:26:46: Yaara: Than it was revived and ups and downs but
generally since the 90 it became like oh man this place is
expensive..
02/08/17, 21:27:02: Yaara: Have to apologize that got off track
02/08/17, 21:27:22: Veronika: No prob, it's interesting
02/08/17, 21:27:32: Yaara: I'm intrigued by the jointed house..
Downstairs there's a pub but upstairs.. How do we get there??
02/08/17, 21:27:49: Yaara: Meant haunted..
02/08/17, 21:28:11: Veronika: Would be nice to get up there!!!
02/08/17, 21:28:56: Yaara: All ways are blocked though.. They try to
drug us with this amazing plants smells..
02/08/17, 21:29:09: Yaara: And jazz music
02/08/17, 21:29:14: Yaara: We must continue
02/08/17, 21:29:24: Veronika: All right :)
02/08/17, 21:29:42: Veronika: Mhm I love the smell
02/08/17, 21:31:19: Yaara: Yeah it's good.. If we walked here in the
daytime we would still have lots if shade
02/08/17, 21:32:02: Veronika: Shade is important in this city!!!
02/08/17, 21:32:25: Yaara: And lots of water too!! :) We'll stop
here although it's not a really pretty building, but historical
02/08/17, 21:32:36: Veronika: Okay
02/08/17, 21:33:10: Yaara: One square brick with semi pulls at the
sides and palm trees of course
02/08/17, 21:33:45: Veronika: It really not very pretty
02/08/17, 21:33:53: Yaara: It's called Dizigof house, first mayor of
tlv. Here was the Declaration of Independence for Israel
02/08/17, 21:34:10: Veronika: Ahh
02/08/17, 21:34:23: Veronika: 1948?
02/08/17, 21:34:41: Yaara: Couldn't do that in Jerusalem because it
was seized.. You know, game of thrones stuff
02/08/17, 21:34:53: Veronika: Yep
02/08/17, 21:35:05: Yaara: Right on! You get a free coffee already!
02/08/17, 21:35:17: Veronika: "
02/08/17, 21:35:36: Yaara: Though we might not make it time as I
planned, but a lot of alternative no worries
02/08/17, 21:35:46: Veronika: :)
02/08/17, 21:35:54: Yaara: And now quickly turn around
02/08/17, 21:36:07: Yaara: Across the street now that a building
02/08/17, 21:36:41: Yaara: Oh watch it you almost got hit by a
bronze man on a horse
02/08/17, 21:36:51: Veronika: Ohh
02/08/17, 21:38:09: Yaara: Well this house looks like an iconic city
hall. Wide windows greek fake poles no single wall is straight
02/08/17, 21:38:23: Veronika: Wow
02/08/17, 21:38:24: Yaara: But it's a privet house rant they lucky?
02/08/17, 21:38:37: Veronika: Wooooow
02/08/17, 21:38:53: Veronika: And rich I guess ;)
02/08/17, 21:39:10: Veronika: I love the wide windows
02/08/17, 21:39:40: Yaara: Then you might like our next step..
02/08/17, 21:39:53: Yaara: See that big old tree over there?

02/08/17, 21:40:00: Veronika: Yes
02/08/17, 21:40:17: Yaara: Oh wait some people are dancing and
singing here..
02/08/17, 21:40:26: Veronika: Oh nice
02/08/17, 21:40:52: Yaara: Ok now they want see us..
02/08/17, 21:41:08: Yaara: We are about to climb that huge tree
02/08/17, 21:41:19: Veronika: Cool
02/08/17, 21:41:42: Veronika: Not easy getting up
02/08/17, 21:41:50: Yaara: Because although the buildings are
pretty.. There's nothing like peeking inside!
02/08/17, 21:42:04: Veronika: Yes!!!!
02/08/17, 21:42:14: Yaara: Oh wait climb on my shoulders
02/08/17, 21:42:25: Veronika: Thanks
02/08/17, 21:42:48: Yaara: You tell me what you see inside and I'll
watch our backs.. Don't want any officers to tell us off..
02/08/17, 21:43:17: Veronika: It's a man and a woman at a table
02/08/17, 21:43:23: Veronika: Having dinner I think
02/08/17, 21:43:34: Veronika: But the woman is hardly dressed
02/08/17, 21:43:38: Veronika: Oh
02/08/17, 21:43:49: Yaara: Lol
02/08/17, 21:44:10: Yaara: You think they saw you?
02/08/17, 21:44:18: Veronika: Not sure
02/08/17, 21:44:24: Veronika : But I don't think so
02/08/17, 21:44:32: Veronika: Wow really cool furniture
02/08/17, 21:44:43: Veronika: And paintings at the walls
02/08/17, 21:45:00: Yaara: Oh maybe they're artists
02/08/17, 21:45:13: Yaara: Do they have a good taste?
02/08/17, 21:45:13: Veronika: Could be
02/08/17, 21:45:31: Yaara: I'm hearing a dog barking
02/08/17, 21:45:35: Veronika: Yes.
02/08/17, 21:45:43: Veronika: Oh let's go down
02/08/17, 21:45:45: Yaara: We better watch it should I help you
down?
02/08/17, 21:45:54: Veronika: Yes thanks
02/08/17, 21:46:03: Veronika: Are u afraid of dogs?
02/08/17, 21:46:10: Yaara: You are such a good companion!
02/08/17, 21:46:18: Veronika: You too
02/08/17, 21:46:22: Veronika: It's fun!
02/08/17, 21:47:12: Yaara: Not at all, and funny enough I hear a
song from the cafe in Hebrew saying 'can't catch me no you won't
catch me' honestly!
02/08/17, 21:47:29: Yaara: Not at all was referring the dogs :)
02/08/17, 21:47:30: Veronika: Ha ha #
02/08/17, 21:47:40: Veronika: I figured
02/08/17, 21:47:55: Yaara: So now we are about to come to an end
02/08/17, 21:48:26: Yaara: We had to walk a bit back it's true but
this coffee place is just in the middle of the boulevard
02/08/17, 21:48:50: Yaara: No tables or anything it's called a Kiosk
02/08/17, 21:49:06: Yaara: I guess it's an international word maybe?
02/08/17, 21:49:15: Veronika: Yes it is
02/08/17, 21:49:40: Veronika: Kiosk in german too. And kiosko on
Spanish
02/08/17, 21:49:47: Veronika: Wonna drink sth?
02/08/17, 21:49:56: Veronika: To finish off?

02/08/17, 21:50:04: Yaara: Yes I do!
02/08/17, 21:50:20: Veronika: What would you recommend?
02/08/17, 21:50:54: Yaara: We could make it historical reenactmeant
(no idea how to spell that)
02/08/17, 21:51:33: Yaara: Meaning : it's the first Kiosk in tlv AND
under the first street lamp of the city too!
02/08/17, 21:51:45: Veronika: Wow
02/08/17, 21:52:06: Yaara: So we could go 1930's and drink Gazoz
02/08/17, 21:52:20: Yaara: Colored flavored soda
02/08/17, 21:52:20: Veronika: What's that?
02/08/17, 21:52:30: Yaara: And hit on guys :)
02/08/17, 21:52:34: Veronika: Sounds coooooool!!!!
02/08/17, 21:52:40: Veronika: Yes ;)
02/08/17, 21:52:55: Yaara: It's mainly color and suger. Prefect
drink :)
02/08/17, 21:53:16: Veronika: For this hot evening ;)
02/08/17, 21:53:48: Yaara: Exactly! Wow your were so brave to endure
the hit
02/08/17, 21:54:16: Yaara: I would love once to have a counter tour
too
02/08/17, 21:54:18: Veronika: Well with our red hats it was ok...
02/08/17, 21:54:28: Veronika: Sounds good
02/08/17, 21:54:38: Yaara: :) so true! Didn't notice I have it
anymore
02/08/17, 21:54:49: Yaara: Wait let's have a selfie!
02/08/17, 21:54:49: Veronika: Thanks so much for being my tour guide
tonight
02/08/17, 21:54:55: Veronika: Yes
02/08/17, 21:55:05: Yaara: 2017-08-02-PHOTO-00000141.jpg <attached>
02/08/17, 21:55:21: Yaara: Oh no, I pictures the wrong end.. Oh
well :)
02/08/17, 21:55:44: Veronika: Nice memory anyway
02/08/17, 21:56:04: Yaara: I agree :) Thank you as well! And don't
forget to pick up your bike again
02/08/17, 21:56:16: Veronika: Thanks for reminding
02/08/17, 21:56:21: Veronika: Have a nice night
02/08/17, 21:56:27: Veronika: Toda!!!!!
02/08/17, 21:56:47: Veronika: $
02/08/17, 21:56:55: Yaara: Good night :) big heart
02/08/17, 21:57:14: Veronika: Good night

8/1/17, 11:01 - Messages to this chat and calls are now secured with
end-to-end encryption. Tap for more info.
8/1/17, 11:01 - Yael: Hi! Can you take me somewhere??
8/1/17, 11:01 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Hi, sure!
8/1/17, 11:01 - ffffffffaaaaaa: let's go for a walk
8/1/17, 11:01 - Yael: Cool! I'm ready
8/1/17, 11:03 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I am going to show a couple of spots
from the accident tour in, it's going to take around 45 minutes, but
you are going to enjoy it on this sunny day, make sure you have some
sun cream
8/1/17, 11:03 - Yael: I'm definitely ready, all lotioned up ;)
8/1/17, 11:03 - ffffffffaaaaaa: great!
8/1/17, 11:04 - ffffffffaaaaaa: we are now standing on the first
stop on our tour
8/1/17, 11:04 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is a big intersection, and in the
corner there is bar
8/1/17, 11:05 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it doesn't have a name and it is
more a place that can be rented for events
8/1/17, 11:06 - ffffffffaaaaaa: on the night of the accident there
was a gathering of salsa enthusiasts mixed with some football fans
that crashed the event, as you can see it is not a very spacious
place, and the decoration is rather tacky
8/1/17, 11:07 - Yael: Was it a terrible accident?
8/1/17, 11:07 - ffffffffaaaaaa: this area has been developing quite
fast and the surroundings are now known for being a top drug selling
point. But don't worry it is not dangerous at all (at least not
during the day)
8/1/17, 11:07 - Yael: No it wasn't! (I wouldn't be guiding the tour)
8/1/17, 11:08 - Yael: Oha!
8/1/17, 11:08 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It is rather unspectacular!
8/1/17, 11:08 - Yael: Are you traumatized by it?
8/1/17, 11:09 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It was remarkable and it left scars,
that you can't see
8/1/17, 11:09 - ffffffffaaaaaa: but I am not traumatized anymore,
thank you for asking :)
8/1/17, 11:09 - Yael: Good to know!
8/1/17, 11:10 - ffffffffaaaaaa: anyways, right here I have the same
bike from that day
8/1/17, 11:10 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is repaired and you can also use
this other bike
8/1/17, 11:11 - Yael: I love biking! I learned to ride 4 years ago
8/1/17, 11:11 - ffffffffaaaaaa: that's good, please, wear a helmet!
we are now going to the spot of the accident!
8/1/17, 11:12 - Yael: !!!
8/1/17, 11:12 - Yael: ! ♀
8/1/17, 11:13 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Enjoy the landscape!
8/1/17, 11:14 - ffffffffaaaaaa: On this time of the year there is
not so much traffic and you can see the people going on with their
lives, preocuppied by their jobs and responsibilities, many of them
tourists like you
8/1/17, 11:14 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Isn't it chilled?
8/1/17, 11:15 - Yael: Is there someone that catches your eye
especially?
8/1/17, 11:15 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Yes! you see that couple over there?

8/1/17, 11:16 - Yael: Yes! What is this that they are doing?!
8/1/17, 11:16 - ffffffffaaaaaa: They are breaking up i think!
8/1/17, 11:16 - Yael: Oooh
8/1/17, 11:18 - ffffffffaaaaaa: most divorces happen after
holidays... they look happy, but at a certain age, you can see that
in the way the guy is distracted and unapologetically docile
8/1/17, 11:18 - ffffffffaaaaaa: and she is getting tired of that
absent minded look
8/1/17, 11:19 - ffffffffaaaaaa: but for now, they are trying very
hard to seem happy, and she can't stop taking pictures as a way of
proving it
8/1/17, 11:20 - Yael: Can you maybe suggest to take a picture of
them?
8/1/17, 11:20 - ffffffffaaaaaa: you know what.. that's a great idea!
8/1/17, 11:20 - Yael: Cool!!
8/1/17, 11:21 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Do you want some little present... a
souvenir for them?
8/1/17, 11:21 - ffffffffaaaaaa: A little joy of randomness
8/1/17, 11:21 - Yael: Yes please
8/1/17, 11:22 - Yael: Of the bad side of holidays
8/1/17, 11:22 - ffffffffaaaaaa: What is it?
8/1/17, 11:22 - Yael: Brake ups!
8/1/17, 11:22 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Haha!
8/1/17, 11:23 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Speaking of brakes! we now arrived
to the accident spot!
8/1/17, 11:23 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Let's take a look
8/1/17, 11:23 - Yael: Where was the spot where you crashed?
8/1/17, 11:24 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Right here on this sidewalk
8/1/17, 11:24 - ffffffffaaaaaa: as you can see on the right we have
this beautiful garden
8/1/17, 11:24 - ffffffffaaaaaa: and on the left, to the street there
is this huge tree
8/1/17, 11:24 - Yael: Nice scene for a crash
8/1/17, 11:24 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It says it was planted in 1900
8/1/17, 11:25 - Yael: Crush
8/1/17, 11:25 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is, a crash becomes a crush
8/1/17, 11:25 - ffffffffaaaaaa: and the crush made the crash
8/1/17, 11:26 - ffffffffaaaaaa: the floor of the sidewalk is very
irregular you see?
8/1/17, 11:26 - Yael: What the tree smell like?
8/1/17, 11:27 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Well... this particular kind of tree
has a very funny smell
8/1/17, 11:27 - Yael: What so funny about it?
8/1/17, 11:28 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Well, on a sunny day, at the end of
the spring... I can't help it, but it reminds me of the smell of
sperms
8/1/17, 11:28 - Yael: I know trees that smells this way
8/1/17, 11:29 - Yael: What an area, crashes, crushes, break ups and
sperm!
8/1/17, 11:29 - Yael: Did you break something on the accident?
8/1/17, 11:29 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Well.. let me show you
8/1/17, 11:30 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I broke this rib
8/1/17, 11:30 - Yael: Oha my!
8/1/17, 11:30 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I had a concussion

8/1/17, 11:31 - Yael: Wow!
8/1/17, 11:31 - ffffffffaaaaaa: and you see this here,
it used to be smaller

my big nose,

8/1/17, 11:31 - Yael: " " "
8/1/17, 11:32 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I know! It is weird how changing the
nose totally changes the whole face somehow
8/1/17, 11:33 - Yael: Are you still surprised at the mirror
sometimes?
8/1/17, 11:33 - ffffffffaaaaaa: yes
8/1/17, 11:33 - ffffffffaaaaaa: sometimes
8/1/17, 11:33 - ffffffffaaaaaa: But I got used to it
8/1/17, 11:34 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I kind of think it is a very
charming person
8/1/17, 11:34 - Yael: #
8/1/17, 11:34 - ffffffffaaaaaa: with a big nose
8/1/17, 11:35 - ffffffffaaaaaa: on the distance, after the garden
you can see very intimidating grey building
8/1/17, 11:36 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is quite a contrast to the
garden, you see?
8/1/17, 11:36 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is brutalist architecture, built
in the 60s
8/1/17, 11:37 - Yael: Lets walk there
8/1/17, 11:37 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Yes!
8/1/17, 11:37 - ffffffffaaaaaa: The entrance is on the other side
8/1/17, 11:38 - Yael: Whats on the top left window?
8/1/17, 11:38 - ffffffffaaaaaa: There is some waving at us!!
8/1/17, 11:38 - ffffffffaaaaaa: someone
8/1/17, 11:39 - Yael: Wave back!
8/1/17, 11:39 - ffffffffaaaaaa: "Hi!"
8/1/17, 11:40 - ffffffffaaaaaa: _italics_an old woman is looking at
the garden_italics_
8/1/17, 11:41 - ffffffffaaaaaa: _she wants to go out, to enjoy the
sun_
8/1/17, 11:42 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Let's have some tea with her, what
do you think?
8/1/17, 11:42 - Yael: I'm up for it!!
8/1/17, 11:42 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Which floor is it? do you remember?
8/1/17, 11:43 - Yael: 5th maybe?
8/1/17, 11:43 - ffffffffaaaaaa: ok, let's try to find an elevator
8/1/17, 11:43 - ffffffffaaaaaa: it is a very busy building
8/1/17, 11:44 - ffffffffaaaaaa: there are huge paintings on the wall
8/1/17, 11:44 - ffffffffaaaaaa: from a time when people saw the
future with optimism
8/1/17, 11:44 - ffffffffaaaaaa: but they look deteriorated
8/1/17, 11:45 - Yael: Is it more beautiful this way?
8/1/17, 11:46 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It looks less crowded
8/1/17, 11:47 - ffffffffaaaaaa: There is a huge lamp
8/1/17, 11:47 - ffffffffaaaaaa: And people in suits
8/1/17, 11:48 - ffffffffaaaaaa: and there is someone wearing a huge
hat
8/1/17, 11:48 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I can see the couple we saw
earlier!!!
8/1/17, 11:48 - Yael: Can you do a selfie with him?
8/1/17, 11:48 - Yael: Or them

8/1/17,
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11:49 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Ok he said we had to pay for a
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-

Yael: How much?
ffffffffaaaaaa: around 5USD
ffffffffaaaaaa: only
ffffffffaaaaaa: oh sorry 500USD
Yael: Ok, then no

8/1/17, 11:51 - Yael: $
8/1/17, 11:51 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I will do it anyway
8/1/17, 11:51 - ffffffffaaaaaa: sneak in secretly
8/1/17, 11:51 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I don't want to interrupt the couple
8/1/17, 11:51 - Yael: Oha yes!
8/1/17, 11:51 - ffffffffaaaaaa: they are dancing slowly
8/1/17, 11:52 - ffffffffaaaaaa: he is crying on her shoulder
8/1/17, 11:53 - Yael: Deteriorated future
8/1/17, 11:53 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I feel like dancing also, the music
is getting louder
8/1/17, 11:54 - Yael: So let's do it!
8/1/17, 11:55 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It's turning wild, let's dance!
8/1/17, 11:55 - Yael: % % % %
8/1/17, 11:56 - ffffffffaaaaaa: It's very funky
8/1/17, 11:56 - ffffffffaaaaaa: What a better way to end the tour
than with an unexpected party!
8/1/17, 11:57 - ffffffffaaaaaa: I think we ended up crashing a
wedding or something... or a break up ceremony.. can't really tell!
8/1/17, 11:59 - ffffffffaaaaaa: thank you for joining, what was your
name?
8/1/17, 11:59 - Yael: Thank you for the tour!
8/1/17, 11:59 - Yael: I was Yael, and you?
8/1/17, 11:59 - ffffffffaaaaaa: Juan, nice to meet you!
8/1/17, 12:00 - Yael: You too
8/1/17, 12:00 - ffffffffaaaaaa: #

18.06.17, 10:57:22: Nachrichten in diesem Chat sowie Anrufe sind
jetzt mit Ende-zu-Ende-Verschlüsselung geschützt.
18.06.17, 10:03:29: Raz: Hi Mia, this is Raz
18.06.17, 10:04:23: Raz: we set to meet today at 12:00, wanted to
ask you if we could postpone it in about 20 minutes?
18.06.17, 10:57:39: Mia: Hey
18.06.17, 10:57:59: Mia: Would you even be more flexible with time?
18.06.17, 10:58:18: Mia: I have an issue with my phone and try to
fix it
18.06.17, 10:58:34: Mia: Even today in the evening would be a
possibility?
18.06.17, 10:58:38: Mia: I am flexibel
18.06.17, 11:00:34: Mia: If it would work in the evening/afternoon
it would be amazing
18.06.17, 11:01:01:
18.06.17, 11:01:16:
zone?
18.06.17, 11:01:23:
18.06.17, 11:01:41:
18.06.17, 11:01:43:
Germany)

than O could get my proper charger!
Raz: hey sure! I finish teaching at around 18
Raz: just to be sure, you're on Germany time
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11:02:03:
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Mia: Yes
Mia: So 6 my time is your 7?
Raz: for me it could work after 18 here (17 for
let's be in touch later on than "
Or my seven your 8?
Should we fix it?
yes, sure

18.06.17, 11:02:30: Mia: Great you are saving my morning!❤
18.06.17, 11:02:34: Raz: for me it works
18.06.17, 11:02:43: Mia: Ok so your 8?
18.06.17, 11:02:48: Raz: sure do! no problem $
18.06.17, 11:02:53: Mia: Perfect!
18.06.17, 11:02:57: Raz: my eight, yes, great!
18.06.17, 11:03:04: Mia: % % % %
18.06.17, 19:30:03: Mia: Hey,
We still have half an hour until the tour starts but here a quick
question:
Today we offer two different types of tours:
1)
2)

a personal experience: live like a local
the gaze of the other: we go outside to a touristic hotspot

Which one would you prefer?
18.06.17, 19:54:09: Mia: I made a choice to go for the 2 option let
me know when you are ready
18.06.17, 20:14:55: Mia: Are you still up for it?
18.06.17, 20:16:17: Raz: hey, sorry! was in the phone
18.06.17, 20:16:23: Raz: are you available?
18.06.17, 20:17:18: Mia: Yes
18.06.17, 20:17:34: Raz: I am ready, at home... just had to finish a

long conversation
18.06.17, 20:17:45: Mia: Are you up for it?:)
18.06.17, 20:18:03: Raz: sure! and I'm up for both the options
18.06.17, 20:18:23: Mia: Ok so I went for the second
18.06.17, 20:18:44: Raz: sure, I'll grab something warm than
18.06.17, 20:19:19: Mia: Great!
18.06.17, 20:20:07: Mia: I arrived at our starting point for today.
I offer you to be your "eyes" for today and this is how it works:
you can give me instructions to move, interact and I can react to it
by either giving you a reaction in 1) describing 2) a photo 3) sound
recording
18.06.17, 20:20:53: Raz: just to make sure I understand - I follow
your instructions?
18.06.17, 20:21:13: Mia: No for today I offer you the other way
around
18.06.17, 20:21:19: Raz: or you go and I instruct you?
18.06.17, 20:21:24: Raz: OK!
18.06.17, 20:21:28: Raz: &
18.06.17, 20:22:02: Raz: so describe me where you're at
18.06.17, 20:22:43: Mia: I am facing front and I could for example
start with the texture of the floor
18.06.17, 20:22:57: Mia: Description, photo or sound?
18.06.17, 20:23:06: Raz: as you wish
18.06.17, 20:23:19: Mia: Its your choice today
18.06.17, 20:23:27: Raz: what is the most fascinating object there?
18.06.17, 20:24:16: Mia: Would you like a Description, photo or
sound of it?
18.06.17, 20:24:28: Mia: Only one is possible:)
18.06.17, 20:24:28: Raz: a description
18.06.17, 20:24:58: Mia: Its a yellow object which transports 6
human bodies
18.06.17, 20:25:23: Mia: The bodies sit on black chairs in a circle
18.06.17, 20:25:34: Mia: In order to use it you need to pay
18.06.17, 20:26:17: Raz: amazing. could you describe what this space
creates?
18.06.17, 20:26:57: Mia: The space is very wide a noisy and filled
with a lot of bodies often facing the same direction
18.06.17, 20:27:24: Raz: why do they face the same direction?
18.06.17, 20:27:32: Mia: It creates excitement being at this space
18.06.17, 20:27:50: Mia: Facing an object
18.06.17, 20:27:51: Raz: could you control it?
18.06.17, 20:28:01: Mia: Hardly
18.06.17, 20:28:12: Raz: who controls it?
18.06.17, 20:28:21: Mia: The object
18.06.17, 20:28:56: Raz: could you send me an image of one irregular
part of that object?
18.06.17, 20:29:08: Mia: Yes
18.06.17, 20:29:15: Mia: Walking towards it
18.06.17, 20:29:42: Raz: is it fat from you?
18.06.17, 20:29:50: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000069.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:29:54: Raz: *far*
18.06.17, 20:29:57: Mia: Yes it was
18.06.17, 20:30:29: Mia: I will show you another impression
18.06.17, 20:30:34: Raz: beautiful, thank you

18.06.17, 20:30:42: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000074.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:31:07: Raz: what have happened there?
18.06.17, 20:31:52: Mia: A group accumulation for a photo
18.06.17, 20:32:18: Raz: are these people still there?
18.06.17, 20:32:47: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000078.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:32:51: Raz: could you walk pass them?
18.06.17, 20:32:59: Mia: Just did
18.06.17, 20:33:26: Raz: do you see any other interesting objects
around?
18.06.17, 20:33:58: Mia: I see two people holding laptops and
wearing a mask
18.06.17, 20:34:22: Raz: please look at them and continue walking
18.06.17, 20:34:39: Raz: tell me when you can not see them anymore
18.06.17, 20:35:25: Mia: Now
18.06.17, 20:35:52: Raz: could you now describe to me how they
looked and felt to you?
18.06.17, 20:37:02: Mia: They were standing upright back to each
other holding a laptop and wearing a white mask. I felt them very
strong in this constantly buzzing space. Manifesting something
18.06.17, 20:37:28: Raz: amazing, thank you
18.06.17, 20:37:48: Raz: could you possibly send me an image that
best shows where you're at?
18.06.17, 20:38:24: Mia: Thats not an easy one. Let me think
18.06.17, 20:39:49: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000091.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:40:23: Raz: beautiful
18.06.17, 20:40:28: Mia: How about the firs word I find with my eye
18.06.17, 20:40:40: Mia: Facing different directions
18.06.17, 20:40:56: Mia: Frontal: Paris
18.06.17, 20:41:05: Mia: Left: Taxi
18.06.17, 20:41:17: Mia: Right: starbucks
18.06.17, 20:41:37: Raz: Oh, should I try to guess where you're at?
18.06.17, 20:41:44: Mia: Back:#dafür
18.06.17, 20:42:33: Mia: Not necessarily
18.06.17, 20:43:15: Mia: I am curious about what would you like to
know about an unknown space without directly telling you where I am
18.06.17, 20:43:37: Raz: could I ask you something?
18.06.17, 20:43:59: Mia: Yes
18.06.17, 20:44:07: Raz: if any person around you is about to take a
picture
18.06.17, 20:44:23: Raz: could you ask them not to?
18.06.17, 20:45:06: Mia: Would you like me to try
18.06.17, 20:45:38: Raz: please
18.06.17, 20:46:05: Raz: could you walk towards 'Paris'?
18.06.17, 20:46:12: Mia: They just shift 2m back from me and
continue
18.06.17, 20:46:20: Mia: Photographing
18.06.17, 20:46:27: Mia: Yes
18.06.17, 20:46:35: Raz: could you just look at them?
18.06.17, 20:46:47: Raz: and describe them to me?
18.06.17, 20:47:00: Mia: One Person?
18.06.17, 20:47:08: Mia: Middle aged man
18.06.17, 20:47:15: Mia: Grey trousers
18.06.17, 20:47:14: Raz: you said "they"
18.06.17, 20:47:22: Mia: Black shorts

18.06.17, 20:47:31: Mia: Overweight
18.06.17, 20:47:47: Mia: She is dark haired with jeans and sandals
18.06.17, 20:47:58: Mia: Their accent sounded east European
18.06.17, 20:48:10: Raz: what language do they speak to each other?
18.06.17, 20:48:19: Raz: oh
18.06.17, 20:48:27: Mia: I guess it was Russian
18.06.17, 20:48:28: Raz: you talked English to them?
18.06.17, 20:48:32: Mia: Yes
18.06.17, 20:48:40: Mia: Let me show you another object
18.06.17, 20:48:49: Raz: ok
18.06.17, 20:48:51: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000129.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:49:30: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000130.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:49:52: Raz: do you're in unter den linden?
18.06.17, 20:50:45: Mia: Why would you say that?
18.06.17, 20:51:11: Raz: just had this thought
18.06.17, 20:52:01: Mia: As we are coming closer to the end of the
trip: Would you like to have a clear answer to where I am?
18.06.17, 20:52:02: Raz: could you join one of those groups?
18.06.17, 20:52:15: Raz: I don't know
18.06.17, 20:52:18: Mia: I can
18.06.17, 20:52:30: Raz: I want you to enjoy it, in a way
18.06.17, 20:52:47: Raz: perhaps allow you to watch slightly
differently
18.06.17, 20:53:19: Raz: with/out knowing exactly "why" are we doing
this
18.06.17, 20:53:32: Mia: 2017-06-18-PHOTO-00000141.jpg <attached>
18.06.17, 20:53:39: Raz: so you're not even on Berlin?
18.06.17, 20:53:50: Mia: Just was a photographer for tourists
18.06.17, 20:53:59: Mia: I sneaked a picture for us
18.06.17, 20:54:07: Mia: It was a father with two daughters
18.06.17, 20:54:12: Raz: cool!
18.06.17, 20:54:28: Raz: Russian too?
18.06.17, 20:54:35: Mia: German
18.06.17, 20:54:47: Mia: But funnily they didn't talk to me
18.06.17, 20:55:05: Mia: Not knowing which language i speak they
just passed me their iphone
18.06.17, 20:55:44: Mia: I am still observing and realising that the
girl communicates in sign language
18.06.17, 20:57:25: Mia: 2017-06-18-AUDIO-00000152.opus <attached>
18.06.17, 20:57:42: Mia: To finish a sound of the space for you
18.06.17, 20:57:59: Raz: great, thank you
18.06.17, 20:58:00: Mia: And a picture of the first object I
described you
18.06.17, 20:58:08: Raz: that was interesting
18.06.17, 20:58:13: Raz: the taxi?
18.06.17, 20:58:48: Mia: 2017-06-18-VIDEO-00000158.mp4 <attached>
18.06.17, 20:59:37: Raz: and I thought it was a taxi!
18.06.17, 20:59:48: Mia: Thanks a lot for trying this with me! Would
you like to have a clear answer to where I am?
18.06.17, 20:59:56: Raz: sure
18.06.17, 21:00:58: Raz: where are you?
18.06.17, 21:01:17: Mia: 2017-06-18-VIDEO-00000163.mp4 <attached>
18.06.17, 21:03:39: Raz: so I was right $
18.06.17, 21:03:54: Mia: Yes
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18.06.17, 21:05:04: Raz: '
18.06.17, 21:05:10: Raz: thank you for the tour!
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